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Abstract 
 

Flagellation Testing of Composite Finger Skirts for Surface Effect Ship (SES) Application 

Author: Natalie Marie Holliday 

Advisor: Ronnal Reichard, Ph.D. 

The objective of this research is to create flagellation data for SES finger skirts. The SES 

design allows it to have a high tonnage with low draft, little drag, low wavemaking 

resistance, remarkable carrying capacity, and incredible propulsive efficiency. A SES is a 

sidehull hovercraft, with air cavity sealing components at the bow and stern. The fingers at 

the bow collectively make up an elastic, flexible full sealing skirt, dissipating oncoming 

waves and allowing for the vessel to be self-stabilizing. The problem with SES vessels is 

that the bow finger skirts wear significantly over a short period of time (~ 1,000 hrs.) due 

to the high frequency flapping of the skirt hitting the water surface. This causes the skirt to 

tear at its edges, a failure called flagellation.  

By changing the material of these bow finger skirts, the design of the finger skirt can be 

optimized. With an optimal material and optimal design, it is hypothesized that the finger 

skirts will experience longer life. This longer life can decrease the maintenance costs of the 

SES, making it a strong competitor for plenty of applications, like a crew transport vessel, 

high-speed ferry ship, or even a cargo ship.  

For this research, a small-scale model SES was made to test small-scale components of a 

SES. Small-scale sample finger skirt flagellation was tested, and the data was inputted into 

an ARENA model. The subsequent data was then inputted into an ANOVA study to make 

recommendations proving optimal material changes. This ANOVA study showed 

significant difference between alternatives, so the SES with a more fatigue-resistant finger 

skirt was selected as the optimal alternative. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

 
A Surface Effect Ship (SES) is a sidewall hovercraft, a combination of catamaran side hulls and a 
hovercraft’s air lift system. The ship pumps air under the vessel, in between the hulls. The bow 
and stern are sealed with skirts that allow the air to form a cavity under the vessel. The cavity lifts 
the ship up, keeping only a small portion of the hulls in the water. This air cavity design 
significantly reduces drag and wave making resistance while on air cushion. Additionally, the 
pressure of air in the cavity can make the ship self-stabilizing, as any unused air will simply 
escape under the bow and stern skirt seals. By lifting the ship up, the air cavity enables the ship to 
ride “over” the waves that it encounters. The wave will hit the bow skirt and the bow skirt will 
displace the wave. Because this ship is self-stabilizing, the ship can remain stable in harsh 
weather conditions, with significant wave heights of around 2.5 meters (m), while continuing to 
move at a quick pace, around 40 knots. Due to the low draft, a large SES can operate in shallow 
waters that might not otherwise be accessible to a ship of the same tonnage.  

The air cavity is the truly unique feature of the SES that provides excellent performance 
parameters for the vessel. The SES is incredibly efficient, mainly due to the propulsive efficiency. 
Because the air cavity lifts the ship up, there is a lower wetted surface area on the hulls creating 
less friction and wave making resistance in the water. With the high speeds and the lowered 
frictions, the ship can cover longer lengths with decreased fuel consumption and reduced 
emissions. Compared to common crew transport vessel (CTV), the SES sees 30-50 percent lower 
fuel costs (CWIND Global). Fuel is typically 20-30 percent of the total operational cost, thus the 
fuel savings that these vessels can achieve could save a large portion of operational spending. 
These vessels also have incredible carrying capacity. This allows for plenty of equipment and 
personnel to be transferred to and from offshore structures with ease while allowing for work-
ready conditions, increased safety, and increased comfort and space.  

However, the bow skirt seal is a major point of failure on the vessel due to flagellation. This is the 
process by which the seal material frays and tears over time due to a constant flow of air pushing 
it and a constant, turbulent flow of water in the opposing direction. It is estimated that these bow 
skirt seals have a mean time to failure (MTTF) of only 1,000 operational hours (Atlantic Wind 
Transfers). If operating eight hours a day, five days a week, failure will occur only after six 
months. This failure rate causes the cost of operation to significantly increase. 

Some companies are fine in paying the high maintenance prices of these vessels because of how 
great their use is for that need, but if the maintenance costs can decrease then the feasibility of 
other applications increase significantly. One industry that uses SESs frequently is the offshore 
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wind industry, as these vessels are used as CTVs to complete repairs, maintenance requests, and 
inspections on offshore wind turbines.   

Due to the abundance of wind potential and the endless space for installation, offshore wind farms 
(OWF) have grown in popularity significantly. This form of energy generation has specifically 
increased in popularity with countries that have access to large bodies of open water, i.e., 600 – 
1,000 new wind turbines per year (Moccia, Arapogianni and Williams). An OWF is an array of 
wind turbines that are strategically placed for optimal energy generation, all connected by a grid 
of subsea cables able to transport the energy back to the onshore energy grid. The average water 
depth (Rigo, Tekle Muhabie and Caprace) that an OWF array is installed in is 21.7 meters of 
water approximately 43.3 kilometers (km) offshore, however the push to go further offshore (30 – 
100 km) is increasing due to the desirable wind conditions in this region. 

In order to optimize the generation of offshore wind energy, the large wind turbines must be 
placed in strategic arrays where the turbines experience high wind speeds. With significant wind 
speeds also comes significant wave parameters. The waves in these areas can be harsh and very 
rough, with significant wave heights of 4 meters. This poses an issue for installation, operation 
and maintenance, and surveying within the OWF array, as well as transporting the crew onto the 
offshore turbine. Access to the nacelle, where the wind turbines can be accessed for operation and 
maintenance, is typically by ladders, access decks, and plenty of handrails for safety. Although 
the access to the nacelle might be relatively easy and straight forward, there exists a significant 
challenge to get crew from the CTV onto the access ladders on the offshore turbine safely. Within 
the operation and maintenance industry, the need for CTVs that can accommodate the harsh 
weather conditions that offshore wind farms thrive in is crucial. The optimal vessel has the 
potential to increase the operational availability by being capable of handling harsher weather 
conditions. With the use of an SES, the stability of the vessel allows for the crew to safely exit the 
vessel and access the turbine in rough sea conditions 

Despite these challenges, the demand for offshore wind energy is increasing heavily. The 
European Wind Energy Association anticipated that by 2020, offshore wind power would account 
for 4% - 4.2% of Europe’s total energy demand. Additionally, the President Biden administration 
of the United States in America stated in 2021 their goal of deploying 30 GW of offshore wind 
power generation within the next nine years (House, The White). To achieve this goal, many 
OWFs would need to be operating constantly around the clock. (Rigo, Tekle Muhabie and 
Caprace) The average size of an OWF connected to the grid in 2015 was able to accommodate 
338 MW. This goal requires more OWFs as well as longer operating times. The growing number 
of these OWFs will also require a growing number of vessels to support, maintain, and repair the 
turbines in these farms.  
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Common CTVs are ships that are robust and quick to get the crew and necessary operation and 
maintenance support supplies to an offshore wind turbine. These ships typically range from 20 – 
45 m length overall depending on the conditions that they must be operational in (Westwood). An 
example of a commonly used CTV is the Atlantic Pioneer ship (Atlantic Wind Transfers) 
operated by Rhode Island Fast Ferry, Inc., a contracting company for offshore wind farm 
operation and maintenance missions. This ship is capable of operating at 16 knots efficiently. At 
this rate, to go the average distance of 30 nautical miles (nmi) offshore could take 3 hours of 
time. Additionally, the ship must accommodate for harsh water conditions that far offshore. 
Encountering these rough waters slows down the transportation time to get from shore to the 
OWF array. 

Although CTVs now get the job done, there is a possibility for the optimization of these vessels to 
reduce transportation costs and total operation and maintenance times of an offshore wind array. 

A SES is a type of vessel capable of many applications, one being a CTV. An example of this 
vessel is the Sprinter 26 (Umoe Mandal), owned and operated by Umoe Mandal. This vessel has a 
typical length overall of 25.6 m and an operational speed of 40 knots. By doubling the speed of 
this vessel compared to traditional CTVs, the transportation time from the shore to an offshore 
wind turbine is cut in half.  

The possibility for decreasing fuel costs, increasing accessible regions for this tonnage, increasing 
operational availability, and decreasing travel time can lend to significantly more applications. 
These applications could extend to military applications, large shipping vessels, or large 
passenger ferries.  
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Figure 1: Commander 27 SES ship by UMOE Mandal (Umoe Mandal) 

 
This section will introduce the Surface Effect Ship design and history of the vessel. Additionally, 
this section will address various literature regarding the research of this project.  

 
Surface Effect Ship 
During the Cold War, danger was on the horizon. There was no safe area, especially in the water. 
The political hostility caused countless scares across the world, calling for more discreet and 
secret forms of warfare. During the 1940s-1960s, the submarine design was revolutionized, 
changing hull design, adding on different power systems, and adding electronic sensors for 
recognizing the enemy. Nuclear-powered submarines were capable of launching ballistic missiles, 
move swiftly through the water, and attack in the blink of an eye. In order to control the security 
of the United States, the United States Navy (USN) was required to act fast and find a solution to 
combat these submarines. The goals of the ship were to move quickly, exercise stability for 
necessary weapon systems, and control what was known to be one of the most dangerous 
environments of the water - the near-shore region. And this is where the SES stepped into play.  

The need for this vessel started with its advantages that the USN found to be appealing for a 
couple different applications. The applications were listed to be helpful for the North Atlantic 
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Treaty Organization (NATO) strategy, lowering the cost of fuel, having a stable platform for 
surveillance, improving Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) sensors, installing cruise missiles, and 
working against the Soviet Navy. So, the USN opened a request for proposals on these crafts and 
the work began.  

The development SES crafts (XR-1, XR-3, XR-5, SES-100A, and SES-100B) were constructed 
of aluminum and had various sealing methods (Church). The program then advanced to 
combatant designs with a 2000-ton SES (2KSES) and 3000-ton SES (3KSES). These ships were 
believed to achieve speeds around 80 knots and offer military capabilities of “decreased reaction 
time, reduced vulnerability, increased search rate,” and increase speed of surface ships providing 
an advantage over submarines (U.S. General Accounting Office). The USN believed that these 
ships, if provided a large enough deck space, could function as one of the most stable aircraft 
carriers for warfare. This could give the USN a huge advantage over other nations, equipping the 
fleet with a high speed, weapon-carrying, aircraft carrying, sensor equipped, shallow and deep-
water ship.  

As of December of 1972, the USN had appropriated around $61.1 million to the SES program, 
calling for an estimated $817.3 million through fiscal year 1979, ending the program (U.S. 
General Accounting Office).  

However, the USN didn’t stop there and caught the attention of the United States Coast Guard 
(USCG). The advantages of the SES that attracted the USCG are as follows: the high energy 
efficiency of the vessel at high speeds, active ride control and the ability to maintain speeds in 
rough seas, the modular deck area that allows for plenty of deck operations and the possibility of 
helicopter operation facilities, the remarkable stability for heavy oversized loads, and the speed 
and maneuverability of the vessel that increase operations to include search and rescue (NSSC). 
The use of the SES spread from the USN to service within the USCG as a quick littoral vessel 
operating within the Florida Straits for seakeeping and law and treaties enforcement (LTE). 

Robert Church and the USN released an update to the techniques and applications of the USCG’s 
WSES and USN’s BH-110. These SESs were the foundational models for plenty of current SES 
designs, but yet these two models have no model test data or design histories (Church).  

Currently, this vessel is being used all over the world in different applications. Due to the design 
of this vessel, the application can be extended to different locations, environments, and serve 
different use cases. One current use of an SES is as a fast CTV offering long-range personnel to 
OWFs. Due to the advanced stability and speed of this craft, it can encounter high wave and high 
wind environments, like operation in the North Sea, while keeping remarkable stability and 
maintaining high speeds. Where there are high winds, there are also low temperatures. This 
means that the vessel could encounter thin ice sheets. Due to the hull design of the SES, it’s 
possible that this vessel can be retrofitted to cut through thin ice.  
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These vessels are different than other vessels due to the hybrid design between a catamaran and a 
hovercraft. This means that the primary differentiating subsystem is the air cushion that lifts the 
ship out of the water and allows the draft to be reduced, the wavemaking to be reduced, and drag 
to be reduced. The problem with these vessels is that the maintenance cost of the air cushion 
sealing subsystem becomes very expensive due to the frequent failure of the finger skirt. 
This failure is a high-frequency flapping of the skirts as it hits the water surface and wears 
significantly over time; this failure is called flagellation (See figure below). 

 

 

Figure 2: Flagellation of a finger-skirt on SES (McKesson 298) 

 

The operation life of a bow seal system in a 60-ton air cushion vehicle (ACV) with approximately 
120 fingers is only 300 hours with a cost of $500,000 in 1975 (Freeston, 10). Newer technology is 
able to achieve an operation life of a bow seal to be around 1,000 operational hours and the stern 
seal with a life of around 5,000 operational hours with only around 10-15 finger skirts for a 15-
ton SES (Umoe Mandal). This low lifespan in the finger skirts is due to flagellation. With a larger 
ACV or SES design, it’s anticipated that this operational life will decrease, and the initial cost and 
the cost of maintenance and replacement will be significantly greater. However, the design of a 
finger skirt hasn’t changed significantly over the course of SES history. With an optimized finger 
skirt design, the possibilities of the SES increase exponentially.  

 

Literature Review 
The concept of this vessel allows for plenty of advantages if executed properly but may also 
cause many problems if each subsystem isn’t optimized to operate at its highest potential. In 
specific regards to the bow and stern seals of the air lift system, there are plenty of designs, 
concepts, and materials that can be integrated into this vessel. W. Denney Freeston and the 
Committee on Skirts and Seals for Surface Effect Vehicles (CSSSEV) outlined a few different 
types of air lift system sealing methods commonly used in air cushion vehicles. Freeston spoke 
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primarily about the bag and finger that was employed by Bell Aerospace Company in different 
ACVs and landing crafts. This method was utilized in the USN SES-100B and proved to achieve 
a greater degree of craft stability during operation. This design is shown below.  

 

 

Figure 3: Bag and Finger Bow Seal Schematic (Malakhoff and Davis) 

 

The bag and finger method utilizes a bag attached to the upper peripheral edge of the craft for the 
purpose of keeping uniform air ducting from the lift fans to the cushion area. Additionally, the 
bag allows for the dampening and absorption of impact from high waves or obstacles (Freeston 
10). Attached to the bag is a combination of individual air cells, called fingers, that are put close 
together on the bow between the two side hulls. These fingers serve as wave dampening and 
energy absorbing materials designed for minimum air loss in the air cushion when the craft 
encounters these large waves. However, in order to perform reliably in high speed and wave 
environment, these fingers must be made light weight, durable, strong (Malakhoff and Davis 9), 
retain the air bubble and reduce air leakage, have no drag, conform to waves without exciting ship 
motion, and assist with pitch stability (McKesson 281). These requirements hold true for most 
ACVs. 

Nowadays, most designs take out the bag and attach the finger directly to the underside of the 
hull, thus becoming a finger-skirt. This type of bow seal has fingers that are a collection of semi-
cylindrical membranes facing convex-forward. The curvature of these individual fingers allows 
for the air cushion volume to be reduced and can be used more efficiently. Additionally, these 
fingers descend at an angle, typically 45 degrees to the waterline, as a source of pitch stability and 
decreases wavemaking drag (McKesson 288).  

Freeston and the CSSSEV acknowledged that the finger skirts are the main problem with the SES 
optimality, however the committee failed to exhaust designs based on material limitations, as that 
is one of the original exclusions when testing finger skirt seals (Freeston 12). Freeston stated that 
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the failure modes of these skirts could be characterized by three categories: delamination, 
abrasion, and tearing. Each of these categories has individual major factors involved in the failure 
mode, as shown in Appendix A.  

The materials that were in consideration for SES skirts are nylon, polyethylene phthalate, Kevlar, 
and polypropylene (Freeston 38) and were tested against the failure mode categories to find the 
optimal material for SES application. However, it was stated that due to the limitation of 
knowledge on the performance of these materials in the SES application, in fatigue, and in the 
marine environment, Freeston cannot make recommendations on the materials without additional 
studies (Freeston 40). However, Freeston stated that the most important consideration of the SES 
skirt system designed with regard to fabric reinforcement is the design methodology (Freeston 
43). By acknowledging the design methodology of a fabric, the pool of material considerations 
significantly expands for the SES application.  

In order to select the proper material for SES finger skirt application, it’s important to find the 
properties of the vessel that the skirts need to support. This starts with finding the air cushion 
pressure to calculate the tension in the finger skirts that will need to be supported. McKesson 
provided an equation for the air cushion pressure of a typical ACV (McKesson 151). Next, the 
drag is found using the Blasius equation for the drag force on a flat plate in laminar flow provided 
by Frank M. White in his Fluid Mechanics, Eighth Edition book (White 475). Within this 
equation, White calls for a value x, the distance to the flow boundary layer. Thomas Lipscomb 
stated that this distance is the distance that McKesson refers to as the “hovergap, h” of an ACV 
(McKesson 343). The hovergap is to be as small as possible so that the finger skirts can provide a 
full seal for the air cushion and allow for minimal air to escape while balancing the drag that the 
skirt will encounter.  

If the skirt material is changed and the operational life increases, then the time between 
maintenance will increase and the cost of maintenance and support decreases making the vessel a 
much more appealing choice for plenty of applications, one being the wind turbine support 
personnel craft. In every situation, there are alternatives to either keep the system as is or to 
change a/several component(s). This then requires the use of a decision maker. By using a 
discrete event simulation model in ARENA mimicking a crew transport company receiving 
requests to service OWFs, different alternative information can be inputted to ARENA and 
outputted with a cost analysis. An analysis of variants (ANOVA) study and hypothesis testing 
can be performed to see if there is a significant difference between the alternatives.  A 
recommendation can be given if the alternatives show significant difference. In this case, the cost 
will an analyzed and if there is a large cost saving, then that alternative should be selected, and 
the null hypothesis should be rejected. 
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Goals 
The main goal of this project is detailed below. The objectives for the goal are supporting 
benchmarks with time indicators for each benchmark. Each objective also has a deliverable that is 
to be due by the date proposed in the objective. These are to be strictly adhered to for the duration 
of this project.  

Goal: To generate data on one sample of an Innegra and CoCure composite material small-scale 
SES finger skirt to see if there is significant failure at 26 hours. 26 hours was selected due to the 
scalability of the finger-skirt in SES application. More information can be found within Chapter 2 
in Methods.  

This goal was selected due to the feasibility of completion and opportunity that it has to lend new 
information to the body of knowledge on optimizing a ship component design, ultimately opening 
new opportunities for application as well as an anticipated maintenance cost saving to existing 
systems.  

 

Proposed Research 
The purpose of this research is to collect fatigue data on a small-scale finger skirt of a model SES. 
This research can then lend to prove if there is significant difference between different 
approaches, materials, and designs for an anticipated overall cost savings. To optimize the 
system, it’s important to start with the system where it is now.  

For the application of a crew transport vessel for offshore wind farms in the North Sea 
environment, the current system utilizes a standard crew transport vessel. The operational 
availability for this application changes based on the type of vessel in use and the environment at 
the time of use. This could hinder operation and cause an overall money loss in the company due 
to “losing the opportunity” to operate the vessel when needed. Additionally, the vessels must 
adapt to the environment at the time of use, like the increased wind speeds, increased wave 
height, or increased likelihood of ice. These factors will hinder the availability of a vessel and the 
opportunity to use it. The table below shows a typical CTV compared against an in-service SES 
within the same application and operating location.  

Table 1: CTV vs. SES general information comparison (Baltic Workboats Shipyards) 
(Umoe Mandal) 

 Baltic Workboats CTV 2000WP UMOE Mandal COMMANDER 27 
Ship Type: Wave piercing Crew Transport Vessel Surface Effect Ship 
Passengers + crew:  2 - 13 15 - 28 
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 Baltic Workboats CTV 2000WP UMOE Mandal COMMANDER 27 

Boatloading: Average 1.5 m significant wave height Up to 2.5 m significant wave height 
Length overall: 20.3 m 26.6 m 
Width overall: 6 m 10.4 m 
Draft off cushion:  1.4 m 3.0 m 
Draft on cushion:  N/A 0.8 m 
Dead weight: 34 ton 15 ton 
Fuel Consumption:  36 l/km 21 l/nm 
Average speed: 28 knots 38 knots 
Range:  400 nm at cruising (20 knots) 600 nm at cruising (28 knots) 

 

The cost of an SES is higher to maintain due to the failure of the finger skirts. By optimizing this 
component of the vessel, it’s possible that the maintenance costs will decrease, the operating 
availability will increase, and the overall cost of the system will decrease.  

The proposed research for this project is to prove that there is a significant difference in cost out 
of four alternatives: 1) use the system as is (3 CTVs), 2) add a CTV to the system (4 CTVs), 3) 
change CTV to current SES (3 SESs), or 4) change CTV to optimized SES (3 optimized SESs). 
Through inputting data into an ARENA simulation model and ANOVA study, it is possible to 
make recommendations on the use of a CTV or SES in the OWF application. However, fatigue 
data for SES finger-skirt failure does not exist currently with an optimized SES finger-skirt to 
input into the models. Therefore, it’s imperative to collect SES finger-skirt fatigue data for proper 
analysis.  

The method to achieve this done by making a testing apparatus and testing small-scale SES finger 
skirts to test until failure to simulate a fatigue failure in the component. The research will include 
the fatigue data of a small-scale SES finger-skirt by use of an SN-curve. The SN curve allows the 
stress and number of cycles to be displayed in a logarithmic scale and then used for system, 
subsystem, and component reliability. 

 

Hypotheses to be Tested 
The concept of operations (CONOPS) for this system can be found below. This diagram shows 
the SES system in its operating environment. The diagram shows the SES as the primary system 
of interest. This system’s role in this research is for use in the ARENA simulation model and 
ANOVA study, thus the operating environment will be simply as a CTV for OWFs. Other 
applications of this system are out of the scope of this ARENA simulation and ANOVA study.  
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The CONOPS shows four distinct areas within the figure. These four points are detailed below:  

1. SES: The SES is the primary system of interest within the operating environment. This 
vessel receives independent and identically distributed random service requests. The 
service request may be processed if the vessel can operate in the weather conditions at the 
time that the request is made. If the vessel can fulfill the service request, the vessel 
proceeds to the offshore wind farm.  

2. Offshore wind farm: The offshore wind farm is the location that the SES goes to in 
fulfilling the service request. The offshore wind farm can be anywhere off the coast, but 
typically 30 – 100 km offshore. The travel time to the offshore wind farm depends on the 
sea parameters at the time.  

3. Weather conditions: The weather conditions that the ship must travel in will determine the 
speed of the vessel to the offshore wind farm. The advantage of using the SES is that the 
ship can operate in rougher sea conditions than the traditional vessels in use now. The 
weather conditions within the operating environment can experience wind speeds up to 40 
m/s and significant wave heights of three meters.  

4. Operating location: The large-scale operating environment is in areas with offshore wind 
farms. These OWFs are typically placed where the wind speeds exceed 40 m/s for 
maximum energy generation. These farms have great potential in the North Sea and 
surrounding areas. Due to the design of the vessel, it can also operate in shallow coastal 
regions with ease and into the open ocean as well.  
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Figure 4: Concept of operations (Esri) 

 

The stakeholders of this vessel are ferry services within high-wave environments. These include 
but are not limited to offshore wind farm companies, renewable energy companies (Siemens, 
Vestas, General Electric Energy, Senvion, Sinovel, Alstom, Areva, Clipper Windpower Doosan 
Heavy Industries & Construction, Gamesa Technology), oil and gas companies (Chevron Corp., 
British Petroleum, Exxon Mobil Corp., Royal Dutch Shell, Total SA), and commercial companies 
that offer crew transport to offshore structures (SEACOR Marine, Atlantic Wind Transfers, 
Northern Offshore Services, MAURIC).  

Potential stakeholders include but are not limited to the United States Navy, United States Coast 
Guard, shipping companies (FedEx, United States Postal Service, United Parcel Service, DHL), 
and companies that can use these vessels as a ferry system through channels (like the English 
Channel).  

The following stakeholder needs were addressed as the motivation for the system:  

• Provide an enhancement to their fleet of vessels that operate in shallow water and intense 
wave activity.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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• Decrease the required maintenance to the ship.  
• Increase the operational availability of the ship while decreasing total operational costs.  

 
The following stakeholder requirements were identified from the stakeholder needs, optimizing 
specification sheets, and addressing use cases for the system. 

S.R. 01:  The system shall increase the operational availability for this class of ship in sea 
state 4. 

S.R. 02: The operational availability shall be at least 95%. 

S.R. 03:  The system shall be supported throughout its 20 years operational life.  

S.R. 04:  The instantaneous reliability shall be at least 70%.  

S.R. 05:  Mean time between failure shall be no less than 10 years.  

S.R. 06:  Mean time to repair shall be no longer than 30 operational days. 

S.R. 07:  The system shall be able to operate in wave conditions of at least 2.5-meter 
significant wave height. 

S.R. 08:  The system shall be able to operate at a cruising speed of 35 knots.  

S.R. 09:  The system shall utilize biocide-free anti-fouling hull coatings. 

S.R. 10:  The system should reduce operational costs by a targeted 10% relative to 
common CTVs in use currently. 

S.R. 11:  The system shall reduce fuel consumption by 33% relative to a standard vessel in 
operation. 

 

A quality functional deployment (QFD) diagram was generated from the stakeholder needs, 
requirements, and technical performance parameters. 

A modified QFD is used that provides a quantitative number to each stakeholder and functional 
requirement. The stakeholder requirements have an assigned relative importance to the project’s 
needs, and the functional requirement’s relationship to the stakeholder requirement is assessed. 
The values are multiplied to give a functional requirement score which is further multiplied by a 
degree of difficulty factor. This yields a score of the functional requirement’s importance and 
ranking. 

After populating the QFD, shown below, we recognize that the success will be optimizing the 
finger skirt design and material, which plays an important role in four other quality 
characteristics.  
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Figure 5: QFD 

 

The systems of this vessel are as follows. These systems are based on the UMOE Mandal 
WAVECRAFTÔ series Commander 27.  
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Figure 6: Functional Block Diagram of SES System 

 

The SES is composed of 4 subsystems defined to be the hull structure, propulsion and lift, 
electrical and navigation, and communication and control. The subsystem of interest is the 
propulsion and lift subsystem. 

Within this sub system, there are 6 components. These components are as follows: fuel, lift fans 
and engines, bow seal, stern seal, propulsion engines, and air cavity regulation. These subsystems 
require input from other SES systems, like electrical for instrumentation power or physical 
attachments to the hull structure. The propulsion and lift subsystems are displayed in the figure 
below.  
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Figure 7: Propulsion and Lift Subsystem Components 

 

The component of interest is the bow seal, the finger skirt. The finger skirt must be able to 
dissipate wave energy, seal the air cavity, be flexible and elastic, and have a long mean time to 
failure.   

The problem with the SES comes from the bow seal within the lift and propulsion system. The 
flagellation of these bow seals causes increase maintenance time and costs, reducing the 
feasibility for this vessel to be used. Freeston described the short life span of theses skirts to be 
due to “insufficient emphasis in surface effect vessel (SEV)” skirt material development, a 
“serious lack” of field data to correlate with laboratory testing, little known information about 
flagellation, and no laboratory testing with material and design recommendations (Freeston 15). 
These failure reasons open the door of possibilities for this proposed research.  

HYPOTHESIS: By changing the material, design, and lamination method of a SES finger-
skirt, the life of the finger skirt, bow seal component, will increase. By increasing the life of 
the bow seal component, the maintenance time of the SES will decrease and consequently, 
the total maintenance cost of the vessel will decrease.  
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This proposed research lends the following questions to be answered:  

• Does tensile modulus matter in fatigue, and mainly flagellation fatigue? (Malakhoff and 
Davis) 

• Will the life of the component increase with a different material?  
• Does the lamination method and consequent change of design decrease the fatigue of the 

component? 
• Does changing the component show significant difference between application 

alternatives large enough to justify the change of CTV to SES?  
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Chapter 2  
Materials and Methods 

 

This section will cover the proposed materials and methods of fatigue testing for this research.  

 

Materials 
The first step in selecting materials is to determine the fiber type and fiber orientation best 
suitable for the finger-skirts. Imagine a flag whipping in the wind. As this flag is fatigued by the 
consistent battering of wind, the ends start to fray, “flagellation.” But recall how the flag tears. 
The fibers are oriented in a 0/90 orientation. Therefore, the flag is given ease in tearing and 
progresses quite quickly. Now, what would happen if the orientation of the fibers at the edges are 
changed to a +/- 45 orientation? As the flag rips and tears, the other direction is being held by 
fibers that are still in tack further into the flag. This gives the flag some resistance to the tearing. 
This same concept applies to the flagellation of a finger-skirt. Therefore, fibers in the +/- 45-
degree direction are selected.  

Additionally, it is ideal that the fibers are elastic. This will allow the finger-skirts to be an 
impermeable air cushion boundary, as well as deform for oncoming waves. Therefore, a fiber and 
resin that isn’t brittle or short must be selected. The ideal fiber type is long, continuous, elastic 
fibers. 

While we consider the resin, it is important to understand the failure of the resin material that is 
currently used. The current technology uses chlorosulfonated polyethylene synthetic (CSM) 
rubber or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) matrices (Lipscomb) or a neoprene reinforced nylon. These 
systems are flexible but do not have high strain-to-failure systems causing failures to occur 
around every 1,000 operating hours.  

An alternative to this is a new resin system developed by Structural Composites Inc. This resin is 
referred to as CoCure, exhibiting high strain-to-failure properties (greater than 30%) compared to 
other traditional alternatives that are used, exhibiting low strain-to-failure properties (around 4%). 
In addition to the high strain-to-failure, CoCure has comparable costs to traditional alternatives. 
This flexible resin should prove to allow the elastic fibers to exhibit high strain-to-failure while 
keeping the high modulus and strength of the fibers. One large advantage to CoCure is that it can 
be coated as an application method. Therefore, if the CoCure coating comes off the finger skirt, 
then it can be repainted back on to prolong life of the finger skirts.  
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This project looked into four different fabrics with a consistent matrix to analyze the material 
properties of the different materials. One problem with the typically used Hypalon is that it is 
manufactured in sheet form. This makes it very hard to mold these pieces to new designs. 
Additionally, the ballistic nylon does not laminate well with CoCure; thus, the need for new 
materials that can be molded and laminated with CoCure took precedence. The purpose in testing 
these materials was to select a material that performs with high strain-to-failure, high tensile 
strength and modulus properties, and can effectively use the CoCure matrix developed by 
Structural Composites.   

The fabrics that were in question are ballistic nylon, polyester felt, Kevlar, and a polyolefin 
polypropylene called Innegra. The material properties of these four materials can be found in 
Appendix B: Material Properties. Five small one square foot samples of these materials were 
laminated using CoCure. These samples were put through the ASTM International (formerly 
known as the American Society for Testing and Materials) test D3039: Tensile Test to collect 
material data that could be expected in the SES finger-skirt application.  

 
Ballistic Nylon 
Ballistic nylon is a material that is commonly used in the design of finger-skirts. This material 
works; however, the lifespan of the material is not ideal. Five samples of ballistic nylon laminated 
with CoCure were put through tensile testing, as outlined by ASTM D3039 (ASTM 
International). The CoCure showed to be incompatible with the ballistic nylon, exercising random 
and inaccurate failure modes.  

The specific material that was used is called Cordura. This is a trade name for ballistic nylon with 
a waterproof coating. The samples were given an acetone bath in attempt to remove the coating. 
Surprisingly, the acetone bath effectively soaked off all the waterproof coating, and the CoCure 
stuck right to the nylon. The test data and load versus deflection curves can be found in Appendix 
B: Tensile Test Data.  

The data collected from this test showed that the average thickness of two plies with CoCure 
matrix is 0.045 inches (in). The average tensile strength was 10,704.9 pounds per square inch 
(psi), with a standard deviation of 3,368.5 psi. The average tensile modulus was found to be 
65,844.86 psi. This value is expected to be lower than that of a material laminated with a vinyl 
ester resin due to the strain that the CoCure resin allows.  

The impressive test data is the % strain-to-failure that was achieved. The ballistic nylon achieved 
a % strain-to-failure of 9.99%. This means that the sample strained 9.99% of the total span length 
of two inches. Additionally, the average load per inch width (lb/in) that was achieved was 471.07 
lb/in with a standard deviation of 97.46 lb/in.  
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Polyester Felt 
Polyester is a very common material that is used is plenty of different applications. This material, 
although in the felt form, is an alternative to the nylon that is currently used. The test data can be 
seen below following the standards found in ASTM D3039 (ASTM International). The test data 
and load versus deflection curves can be found in Appendix B: Tensile Test Data.  

The data collected from this test showed that the average thickness of one ply with CoCure matrix 
is 0.069 inches, higher than the average thickness of two layers of ballistic nylon. The goal is to 
achieve a strong and lightweight alternative. The thickness is already a con for this material. The 
average tensile strength was 3,047.46 psi, with a standard deviation of 1,368.32 psi. The strength 
is almost 60% less than that of the nylon: again, another strike against this alternative. The 
average tensile modulus was found to be 5,922.51 psi. This value is almost 60 times less than that 
of the ballistic nylon! Although there is no surprise with these values being smaller than other 
alternatives, the exponential different makes this material perform poorly for the application of 
this project. 

The polyester felt achieved a % strain-to-failure of 3.78%. This means that the sample strained 
3.78% of the total span length of two inches. However, the standard deviation shows that this 
value is inconsistent between samples. Additionally, the average load per inch width that was 
achieved was 192.53 lb/in with a standard deviation of 23.475 lb/in.  

 

Kevlar 
Kevlar is known to be a high modulus fiber that can be found in strengthening tubes of fiber optic 
cables, in bullet-proof vests, and as rubber reinforcement in tires. The current applications of 
Kevlar, especially used as reinforcement in rubber tires, lends itself well to the application of this 
design. One layer of Kevlar was laminated with CoCure matrix and put through test standards of 
the ASTM D3039 tensile test (ASTM International). The test data and load versus deflection 
curves can be found in Appendix B: Tensile Test Data.  

The data collected from this test showed that the average thickness of one ply with CoCure matrix 
is 0.028 inches, lower than every prior material thickness thus far. The goal is to achieve a strong 
and lightweight alternative. The thickness is already a pro for this material, but it is just one ply. 
With two plies, we can expect an average of around 0.05 inches, a little more than that of the 
ballistic nylon. The average tensile strength was 18,477 psi, with a standard deviation of 2,717.9 
psi. The strength is more than any other tested material. The average tensile modulus was found 
to be 1,549,580.65 psi. This value is huge compared to that of ballistic nylon and the polyester 
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felt combined! Although there is no surprise with these values being larger than other 
alternatives, the exponential different makes this material perform significantly for the application 
of this project. However, looking at K2, the tensile modulus is much lower than any other sample. 
The sample experienced a high load but was the smallest area of the test sample. This allowed for 
the tensile modulus to perform inconsistently with the other samples.  

The Kevlar achieved a percent strain-to-failure of 0.79%. This means that the sample strained 
0.79% of the total span length of two inches. However, the application of this project needs a 
material that has high strain-to-failure. This material fails this application requirement. 
Additionally, the average load per inch width that was achieved was 520.91 lb/in with a standard 
deviation of 59.61 lb/in.  

 

Innegra 
Polyolefin polypropylene was developed in 2008 to be the lightest commercial fiber and named 
Innegra S. This fiber is said to be extremely lightweight, at 0.84 grams per cubic centimeter 
(g/cc), provide excellent damage resistance to “rubbing, pulling, twisting, and stress” (Zande) 
meaning that this fiber is quite elastic, and is also said to be impact resistant. This fiber was 
laminated as two plies with a CoCure matrix and put through ASTM D3039 tensile testing 
(ASTM International). The test data and load versus deflection curves can be found in Appendix 
B: Tensile Test Data. 

The data collected from this test showed that the average thickness of two plies with CoCure 
matrix is 0.039 inches, lower than every prior material thickness thus far with two plies. The goal 
is to achieve a strong and lightweight alternative. The thickness is already a pro for this material. 
The average tensile strength was 10,055.9 psi, with a standard deviation of 1,250.9 psi. The 
tensile strength is comparable to that of ballistic nylon. The average tensile modulus was found to 
be 330,328.98 psi. This value is large compared to that of ballistic nylon and the polyester felt, 
but lower than Kevlar. This value is almost 5 times the modulus of ballistic nylon, making this a 
more favorable option.  

The Innegra achieved a % strain-to-failure of 3.76%. This means that the sample strained 3.76% 
of the total span length of two inches. The strain-to-failure isn’t bad, but it would be desirable to 
have a higher value. Additionally, the average load per inch width that was achieved was 384.30 
lb/in with a standard deviation of 30.40 lb/in. This value is less than that of the ballistic nylon.  

Although all these materials show high strain-to-failure for composite materials, the values are 
minimum and limited values. This is due to limitations in using an extensometer and not strain 
gages and having a limited number of test samples. Along with such promising strain-to-failure 
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values, it’s important to note that there still remains high strength and modulus values for the 
final two sample alternatives, Kevlar and Innegra.  

The material currently used now should be the initial material, the ballistic nylon. The Innegra 
will be selected as the alternative material that we are trying to understand the mechanics of for 
this application. The comparable tensile strength and high modulus of Innegra make the material 
quite favorable. Think of the strain that the material will be undergoing. The idea is that it should 
deform for oncoming waves, but it is still important that the material to be strong enough to not 
deform if it doesn’t need to. Therefore, the 3% strain to failure that the Innegra exhibited is 
considered favorable for this application.  

However, it is important that where there is major deflection or area for probable and significant 
wear, there is a possibility to add a reinforcing material to ensure that the material won’t deflect 
too far causing failure. Consider the rounded edge of the finger-skirt at the waterline interface. At 
this edge where flagellation is known to occur, there is a possibility of adding reinforcement. 
Typical reinforcements can be simply adding additional layers or adding a stronger material, like 
an aluminum angle or C angle. By adding these reinforcements where the material is likely to fail 
will strengthen the material in those high strain locations. However, for the application of a SES, 
the skirts must be fully elastic to allow for deformation around waves. Since metal is not elastic, 
these alternatives are not considered.  

Once all the failure modes were determined, the data of nylon was compared against all the other 
alternative materials and Innegra was found to be the only suitable material for the properties that 
are expected in the SES air cushion application.  

From the results from this testing, Innegra is the selected material that will be focused on during 
this research. Although it is ideal that all materials will be tested, Innegra shows strong evidence 
to be a promising material relative to the typically used ballistic nylon.  

In research done by Lipscomb, the areas of high strain of a finger-skirt were found. These areas 
are where reinforcing materials are located.  

 

 

Methods 
The method of collecting the proposed research can be categorized into four parts: 1) design and 
manufacturing of small-scale SES finger skirt, 2) design and manufacturing of test apparatus, 3) 
testing of small-scale SES finger skirt, and 4) ARENA simulation model and analysis. The testing 
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of this research will be scale-model testing and accelerated testing. This section will cover these 
four parts in detail.  

Before addressing the design and manufacturing methods, the scale of the project is addressed.  

There are three rules of similitude in fluid mechanics: 1) geometric similarity, 2) kinematic 
similarity, and 3) dynamic similarity.  

 

Geometric Similarity  
Geometric similarity states that all the linear dimensions of the model relate to the linear 
dimensions of the prototype by a constant scale factor, l, shown in the equation below. Note that 
the subscripts “p” and “m” correspond to prototype and model, respectively.   

Equation 1: Scale Factor 

𝜆 =
𝐿!
𝐿"
 

This means that all angles of attack are preserved, all flow directions are preserved, and the 
orientation with respect to the prototype and model’s surrounds must be similar (Jones). Thus, the 
following ship parameters were found to fulfil geometric similarity.  

Table 2: Geometric similarity values of prototype and model vessel 

 Prototype Model 
Length of vessel, l (m) 26.6 2.1336 
Beam of vessel, b (m) 10.4 1.067 
Length of finger skirt, l_f  (m) 2.97 0.238 
Width of finger skirt, w_f  (m) 1.49 0.119 
Finger skirt thickness, t_f (m) 0.015 0.0013 
Angle of finger skirt, 𝛼 (degrees) 45° 45° 
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Kinematic Similarity  
Kinematic similarity states that the velocities of the model and prototype must be in the same 
direction and differ by constant scale factor at the same point on the model as on the prototype. 
Thus, all flows must have similar streamline patterns and the flow systems must be the same.  

The SES is a vessel in which a flow field is flowing around an object moving on the surface of a 
liquid (Prof. Seo, Il Won), allowing for the use of Froude similarity to be used if the total ship 
response was in question. However, the primary focus of this research is only the primary failure 
mode of the finger skirts, and all other ship response is out of the scope of this research.  

Recall the definition of flagellation, the high-frequency flapping of the edge of the finger skirt as 
it interfaces with the water surface and drags along the interface. In fluid mechanics, the Strouhal 
number is defined as the relationship between the oscillations of the vortex shedding off the edge 
of the material and the flow velocity. This is shown mathematically by the natural frequency of 
the material, w, times the thickness of the material, t, divided by the flow velocity, U.  

Equation 2: Strouhal Number 

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑢ℎ𝑎𝑙	𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟, 𝑆 =
𝜔𝑡
𝑈
 

Although ship scaling is typically completed by use of the Froude number, the failure mode 
requires consideration of frequency, and consequently, requiring the use of the Strouhal number. 

The model finger skirt is a small-scaled part and will have a smaller material thickness, thus the 
frequency of the model finger skirt increases, as the natural frequency is dependent on the 
dimensions of the finger skirt. The theoretical natural frequency of a material can be defined 
using a cantilevered beam with a distributed load.  

 

 

 

 

 

The equation for the natural frequency of the cantilevered beam with distributed load is shown 
below.  

q 

t 

L 
Figure 8: Cantilevered beam with thickness t = skirt thickness, the length L = length 
of one finger skirt, and load = width of one finger skirt * t * gravity (g = 9.81 m/^2) 
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Equation 3: Natural frequency of cantilevered beam with distributed load 

𝜔 = 0.569
𝐸𝐼
𝑞𝐿#

	 

The prototype and model values for the natural frequency of Innegra CoCure finger skirts can be 
found below. 

Table 3: Natural frequency calculation values for prototype and model 

 Prototype Model 
Length of finger skirt, l_f (m) 2.97 0.262 
Width of finger skirt, w_f (m) 1.49 0.131 
Finger skirt thickness, t_f (m) 0.015 0.0013 
Modulus of Elasticity, E (Pa) 1.50E+09 1.50E+09 
Distributed load of cantilever beam prototype (N/m) 0.21667 0.00169 
Moment of Inertia (m^4) 4.06E-07 2.46E-11 
Natural Frequency, 𝜔 (1/s) 3.363 38.115 
 

The maximum operating speed of the prototype is 42 knots, or 21.67 m/s. This value is used as 
the flow velocity for the prototype and model. The calculation of the Strouhal Number is found 
using equation 1. The properties for the Strouhal Number are found below.  

Table 4: Strouhal Number Properties 
 

Prototype Model 
Natural Frequency of prototype, 𝜔 (1/s) 3.363 38.115 
Width of finger skirt, w_f (m) 1.486 0.131 
Flow Velocity, U (m/s) 21.67 21.67 
Strouhal Number, S (dimensionless) 0.231 0.231 
 

Since the Strouhal Numbers are the same, it is possible to say that the model can be scaled using 
Strouhal similarities. For this research, it is assumed that the Strouhal number holds, and the 
scaling is assumed to be true and valid.  
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Because we are looking at the primary failure mode of the finger skirt, flagellation or high 
frequency oscillations of the skirt material due to the interface between the finger skirt and sea 
surface, it is important to keep the Strouhal number the same between the model and the 
prototype. This ensures that the ratio of these oscillations to the flow velocity with respect to the 
material thickness (scaled from geometric similarity) is the same. To keep a similar Strouhal 
number between the prototype and model, the flow velocity stays the same. Therefore, at a 1,000-
hour anticipated failure of the prototype finger skirts, the finger skirt should experience over 12 
million oscillations of the finger skirt. The model finger skirt should experience over 12 million 
oscillations after only 88.15 hours.  

In order to accelerate testing, the flow velocity will be increased from 21.67 m/s to 102.36 m/s.  
Increasing the flow velocity will cause the material to fatigue quicker than the original time for 
expected failure of the prototype. The speed is 4.72 times larger than the original flow velocity, 
therefore the model finger skirt should experience flagellation failure after only 18.66 hours, or 
18 hours and 40 minutes.  

 

Dynamic Similarity  
The next type of similarity is dynamic similarity. Dynamic similarity states that all the forces 
must differ by a scale factor at the sample point on the model as on the prototype. This is 
typically met if kinematic and geometric similarities are met. The forces on the finger skirt are 
due to the flow. The force can be calculated using the flow rate that skirt experiences and the 
speed at which the fluid is moving. This is shown mathematically by taking the flowrate times the 
fluid speed times the density of fluid, equation 2 below.  

Equation 4: Force at finger skirt 

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒	𝐹 = 𝑄 ∗ 𝑈 ∗ 𝜌 

This force is assessed at the maximum conditions, when the finger skirt experiences high 
frequency flapping at a minimal wave height, or when the distance of the flow to the finger skirt 
is minimal. The distance between the flow and the finger skirt is defined as the “hovergap” or 
efflux height gap (McKesson). The following image shows the visual representation of the 
hovergap, h.  
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Figure 9: Hovergap (McKesson, The Practical Design of Advanced Marine Vehicles) 

 

However, this value is a dynamic value, changing due to the air flow out of the air cushion. This 
value is defined as the exit volumetric air flow, Q.  

Equation 5: Exit volumetric air flow 

𝑄 = 𝑉$𝐴$ 

where 𝑉$ is the exit velocity of the air leaving the air cushion and 𝐴$ is the exit area. The exit area 
can be defined as the air cushion beam times the hovergap. Therefore, the volumetric air flow rate 
can be rewritten as the following: 

Equation 6: Exit volumetric air flow using hovergap 

𝑄 = 𝑉$𝐵%ℎ 

This may be rearranged and solved for h, but first Q and 𝑉$ must be estimated.  Q can be 
estimated from the method of “wave pumping.” As the vessel rides over a wave, the water is 
taking place of air inside the air cushion and pushing the air out. Once the wave has passed, there 
is an inside air “gap” that must be refilled once the wave has passed, so the air is pumped into the 
air cushion quickly to refill that pocket. This value, 𝛿𝑉, can be seen below:  
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Figure 10: Wave pumping method (McKesson) 

 

This changing system requires that when the air is pumped into the air cushion, the skirts must be 
able to allow air to escape if too much air is pumped into the cushion. This idea is called “wave 
pumping” (McKesson 345).  The changing volume of air in the air cushion, 𝛿𝑉, is dependent on 
the sinusoidal activity of waves, and can therefore be written as follows:  

Equation 7: Changing volume of air in air cushion 

𝑑𝒱
𝑑𝑡

= −𝐵%𝐻𝑣 sin(𝑎&) 

Where H is wave height, v is speed of craft relative to the wave P𝑉% 	±
	()!
*+
R, and 𝑎& is the ratio of 

air cushion length to wavelength P,+-"
.
R. Note here that the sin	(𝑎&) value has a maximum value 

of 1.0 and a minimum value of 0.0. For the design, we will take sin	(𝑎&) to be at its maximum 
value of 1.0.  Therefore, we can take the term out of the equation and it becomes the following:  

Equation 8: Changing volume of air in air cushion at maximum value 

𝑑𝒱
𝑑𝑡

= −𝐵%𝐻𝑣 

Since we truly don’t need to design for the instantaneous maximum of the changing volume, we 
take 35% of the maximum (McKesson 348).The instantaneous volumetric air flow is given by the 
following equation:  

Equation 9: Instantaneous volumetric air flow rate 

𝑄 = 0.35 ∗ 𝐻 ∗ 𝑏 T𝑉% +
𝑔𝑇/
2𝜋 Z

 

where b is the cushion beam. This value is the distance between the hulls, not the total beam of 
the craft. Using the defined parameters below, the velocity of the craft equal to the fluid flow 
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speed, and wave characteristics of a wave height of 0.01 m and a wave period of 8 s, the 
volumetric air flow rate value Q is equal to 0.072 m3/s per finger for the prototype and 0.006 m3/s 
per finger for the model. The force was then calculated using equation 3 and found to be 1604.8 
Newtons (N) per finger for the prototype and 130.4 N per finger for the model. Note that this is a 
linear scale of the length scale l from geometric similarity. Therefore, it is reasonable to say that 
the model and the prototype agree to all rules of similitude.  

Table 5: Forces for the scale and prototype models 
 

Prototype Model 
Cushion Width, Bc (m) 4.250 0.533 
Craft Speed, Vc (m/s) 21.61 21.61 
Volumetric flow rate, Q (m^3/s)  0.507 0.042 
Volumetric flow rate per finger, Qf (m^3/s)  0.072 0.006 
Force, F (N) 1604.83 130.38 
 

 

Design and manufacturing of small-scale SES finger skirt  
The design of the small-scale SES finger skirt has been partially completed through a finite 
element analysis (FEA) of a finger-skirt completed by Thomas Lipscomb and through Froude 
Similarity scaling of other SES vessels, like UMOE Mandal Commander 27. This design is used 
as a baseline for all small-scale finger-skirts. The skirt thickness in the FEA was uniformly set to 
5 millimeters. This design showed where there will be points of deflection, and the skirt was then 
retrofitted to accommodate for these points of high deflection by adding a cap on the bottom. The 
updated design can be seen below.  

 

Figure 11: Small-scale SES finger-skirt design 
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The model finger skirt has an outer diameter of 5.375 inches to fit within the small-scale model 
SES. The cap of the finger skirt is an additional 2 inches to accommodate for the results of the 
FEA from Lipscomb. The total length of the top of the skirt from outer edge of the radius to the 
end of skirt is 22.6 inches to accommodate for the bottom cap. The skirt is 11.25 inches in height 
at a 45-degree angle.  

A mold was made for this finger skirt. This allows for additional samples to be made to the same 
dimensions to keep consistency between all test samples. The mold is made with a large diameter 
PVC pipe as the front rounded edge, and all additional features are constructed from plywood 
with a Formica surface.  

 

Design and manufacturing of the test apparatus 
The design of the test apparatus is one that combines a general test tank with a removable finger 
skirt. The removable finger skirt is the model finger skirt. The test tank was built according to the 
size of the finger skirt in question and allows for only one finger skirt test at a time.  

High pressure water is projected at the bottom edge of the finger skirt at high fluid speeds to 
simulate the finger skirt riding through maximum finger skirt flagellation energy environments, 
low wave heights. This environment is achieved through the use of a pressure washer with a 
special fan attachment at the end of the nozzle to simulate the craft flowing through the water at 
high speeds with minimal wave conditions. The tank features a drainage hole at the back of the 
tank to allow for water to drain out of the tank and not influence the skirt or fill the tank. This 
would simulate the water flowing further into the air cushion, no longer affecting the finger skirt. 
Additionally, the tank has a fan at the top undersurface to imitate a lift fan keeping pressure in the 
finger-skirt as it encounters the water surface. This allows the finger to keep its shape, keep the 
air cavity seal, and effectively mimic the finger skirt under the bottom of a full-scale SES while 
on cushion. This fan is simply a ShopVac to mimic the lift fan in the prototype SES as a low-
pressure high airflow fan. Since the finger skirt is attached to the tank, any pressure that is not 
needed can escape through the drainage hole or through the front edge of the finger skirt, 
simulating the prototype SES as it self-stabilizes.  

This design allows for the high pressure and high speeds of the water to produce high frequency 
flapping of the back edge of the finger skirt, and hopefully encourage flagellation. 

The test tank has an inner length of 24.50 inches, inner width of 5.5 inches, and an inner height of 
11.50 inches.  The tank schematic can be seen below:  
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Figure 12: Test tank apparatus schematic 

 

The material and design of the finger skirt should resist the fatigue for some period of time. With 
an improved design, material, and improved method of manufacturing the finger skirt, the 
lifespan of the finger skirts should increase.  

 

Testing of Small-Scale SES Finger Skirt  
The testing of the small-scale finger skirt should imitate the real conditions that the prototype 
vessel encounters. Therefore, one application in which the SES is utilized is assessed. This 
application is for servicing and transporting humans and goods to offshore  wind farms. This 
application is assessed with the control material, Hypalon, and current failure time of 1,000 hours. 
This is done by use of a simulation model in ARENA by Rockwell Collins.  

The process of setting up the simulation is found in the later section, ARENA Simulation Model 
and Analysis.  

The simulation starts with a service request that is randomly sent to a company operating SESs 
that transport people and goods to an offshore wind farm 30 – 100 km offshore. The service 
requests are broken up into maintenance requests and preventative maintenance requests. These 
requests arrive with an interarrival rate l for the maintenance requests equal to 0.7945 and the 
interarrival rate l for the preventative maintenance requests equal to 0.0711 per workday, where 
one workday is equal to 15 hours.  Note that an entity describes an incoming service request. 
From the model, the following parameter were outputted.  
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Table 6: ARENA outputs to serve as model testing parameters 

Value Units SES 
Time per request  days per entity 1.17 
Service requests entering the system   entities 447 
Total Time to complete all requests days 521 
Workday Time hours per day 174 
Time per request  hours per entity 17.49 
Working hours per year  hours 7819 
Working hours per year per 3 ships hours 2606 
Hours to anticipated failure  hours 1000 
Years to anticipated failure  years 0.38 
Cycles to anticipated failure  Cycles 57.2 

  

The testing of the small-scale finger skirt should mimic the operational use of the prototype finger 
skirts. The SES is continuously used for 17.49 hours per request, from the ARENA model. 
Therefore, each cycle will be the time to complete one request. The testing will simulate each 
cycle until failure of the model part is observed. The total testing time will be at least the time of 
one anticipated failure, or until failure is observed. The number of cycles is then recorded against 
the qualitative failure. The number of cycles corresponds to a timescale. The model data is then 
scaled back to the prototype time to assess the performance of the Innegra-CoCure finger-skirt.  

The testing procedures can be found below:  

1. Attach the finger skirt to the testing apparatus.  
2. Connect water and power source to pressure washer. Position the pressure washer nozzle 

inside the test apparatus at the bottom edge of the finger skirt.  
3. Connect power source to the ShopVac. Ensure that the ShopVac does not suck the air, 

but instead expels air. Connect the ShopVac to the air-flow intake hole on the testing 
apparatus.  

4. Connect drain tube to the bottom drainage hole. Ensure that the tube is level with the 
inner floor of the testing apparatus to discourage water fill. 

5. Turn on the ShopVac.  
6. Turn on the pressure washer and record the time.  
7. Test continuously for 19 minutes. Stop the pressure washer and time. This is one cycle.  
8. Continue testing and recording failure data until total failure occurs. If total failure does 

not occur before 18 hours and 40 minutes, record the failure level at that time, then 
continue testing.  
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The sample will be considered a total failure if the skirt can no longer seal with the water surface 
and testing apparatus and shows at least 0.1 inches of flagellation at any edge. At this point, the 
test will stop and the life the of the skirt will be recorded. The qualitative failure scale can be 
described as the following:  

Table 7: Model test failure scale 

0 No Failure  
1 Some coating might seem to be peeling off  
2 One layer of coating has peeled off, no fibers exposed  
3 Two layers of coating have peeled off, no fibers exposed  
4 All coating has peeled off, no fibers exposed  
5 Fibers are exposed but still laminated  
6 Fibers are exposed, delamination 
7 One layer of fibers starts to show signs of flagellation  
8 2 layers of fibers start to show signs of flagellation  
9 3 layers of fibers start to show signs of flagellation  
10 Full flagellation up to 0.1 in 

 

Due to the time limitations of this research, only one sample was tested.  

 

ARENA Simulation Model and Analysis 
The purpose of this model and analysis is to look at two different ship types and the associated 
costs of operation and usage to determine if there is significant difference between alternative 
options while being sent on maintenance trips to offshore wind farms. This is achieved through 
the use of discrete-event simulation (DES) coupled with a final statistical ANOVA to determine if 
there are significant differences of results between the simulated alternatives. The use of DES is 
supported through incoming operation and maintenance service requests at random times set to a 
distribution. These service requests then are processed and completed at varying rates due to 
transport time to get the crew to the offshore wind turbine in question, service type of known 
failures of an offshore wind turbine, and operational availability of the ships due to weather 
conditions. With these considerations in mind, the model can be coupled with an ANOVA 
analysis to see if the outputs of the DES had significant difference between the alternate options. 
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The conceptual model is the first step in developing a simulation model. A conceptual model is a 
high-level flow of entities through a system. The figure below shows the conceptual model for 
this system. 

 

Figure 13: Conceptual model diagram 

 

This conceptual model is composed of five stages. The stages are each described below. 

• Stage 1 – The first step is the arrival of operation and maintenance service requests. 
These arrivals can be for offshore wind turbine failure, electrical grid failure, preventative 
maintenance, surveying, etc. All service requests enter the system without prior 
knowledge; therefore, arrival rates of the service requests are not constant. Preventative 
maintenance requests are scheduled for approximately every two weeks to accommodate 
for the times that scheduled maintenance on offshore wind turbines is required.  

• Stage 2 – Vessel operation is determined from the weather when the service request is 
sent in. This value will vary based on the type of vessel that is being operated. If the ship 
cannot operate, the service request is considered a “lost request” and exits the system. If 
the vessel is capable of operating in the current weather conditions, the service request 
will continue to the next stage. 

• Stage 3 – Ship availability is decided based on the number of vessels that the service 
support company owns. This decision assesses ships that are available versus those at are 
out on mission. If there is not a ship available, the service request is put into a holding 
module until there is a vessel available to support the service request. If a vessel is 
available, the service request will continue to the next stage. 

• Stage 4 – After determining if the ship can operate and there is a ship available, the 
service request is processed and fulfilled. The service time is based on different failures 
of offshore wind turbines. These failures could be from any component of the offshore 
wind turbine, which means that there exists major and minor failures, preventative 
maintenance, and operational work that must be completed. Due to the variability in 
failures, the service rate is not constant. Additionally, the operational speed of the vessel 
is taken into account and the distance that the OWF is set to be at 40 km. This distance 
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was taken as the average distance offshore that wind farms are located. The service 
requests follow a Gaussian expression where at 𝝁 = 0.115 entities per hour for a CTV and 
𝝁 = 0.0.141 entities per hour for a SES. The resources of the process are the CTV and 
SES, which both experience failures during their operation.  

The MTTF of a CTV is 20,000 operational hours, with an approximate downtime of 10 
operational days. The MTTF of a SES is 1,000 operational hours, with an approximate 
downtime of 10 operational days. However, with a change of bow skirt material, there is 
a possibility of the SES increasing the MTTF to some optimal value determined by 
different designs and materials. As predicted by Figure 26: Hypothetical failures of 
Hypalon and Innegra-CoCure in prototype application, the expected failure of the 
Innegra-CoCure finger skirt could be 4,000 hours. Thus, an optimized alterative is 
analyzed using a MTTF of 4,000 hours. 

• Stage 5 – After the service request is processed and completed, the service request exits 
the system. 

 

The computational model was developed using the Arena simulation software package (student 
version) from Rockwell (Rockwell ). This type of model takes the data that was completed prior 
to this project and performs the operations of a set of computations through the use of a computer 
program. By utilizing the Basic Process and Advanced Process templates in Arena, these 
following data was able to be factored into the simulation model. Data on offshore wind turbine 
failures was analyzed by Paul Kühn in 2006. This data was then fit to a distribution for different 
types of component failure (Faulstich, Hahn and Tavner). The annual failure rate can also be 
converted to a mean time to failure by simply taking the reciprocal of the annual failure rate, as 
show in the equation below.  

Equation 10: Failure rate l 

𝜆 = 	
1

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹
 

The data was found to have an exponential distribution with a total annual failure rate of 2.44 
failures per year or a MTTF of 0.412 years for a single offshore wind turbine. For an optimized 
offshore wind farm of 119 offshore wind turbines (Sarker and Faiz), the annual failure rate of 
2.44 is multiplied by the number of wind turbines to get the total number of failures for the 
offshore wind farm equal to 290.36 failures per year, or 0.7945 failures per day. The MTTF for 
the total wind farm is equal to 0.0034 years, or 1.256 days between failure.  
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However, in order to optimize the cost of the total system, preventative maintenance occurs on all 
offshore wind turbines. For this model, a preventative maintenance request will be triggered 
every two weeks, or every 0.0385 years.  

This offshore wind turbine failure rate and the preventative maintenance requests were then 
converted into incoming service request arrival rates. The incoming service requests are titled as 
‘entities’ within this simulation model. The arrival rate of these entities becomes 0.7945 service 
requests per day in addition to 0.0711 preventative maintenance service requests per day. This 
interarrival rate l for the maintenance requests is equal to 0.7945, and the interarrival rate l for 
the preventative maintenance requests is equal to 0.0711; these two values are then inputted into 
Arena.  

The decision module 1, Stage 2, assesses ship operational availability. Rigo et al. took 
environmental data in a region that experiences extreme weather conditions often (the coastline of 
Belgium outside of an offshore wind farm array) from January 1998 to December 2008 (Rigo, 
Tekle Muhabie and Caprace). The data included wind speed measured every 10 minutes at 10 
meters altitude in two perpendicular directions and the wave height every 30 minutes. This data 
was then used to calculate a mean (𝝁) and standard deviation (s) at every month. From this data 
and operational limits of the CTVs that are being assessed, the decision module was able to be 
developed. For a common CTV, the ship is able to operate at a max wave height of 2.0 m. Over 
the course of the year, five months experience average wave heights lower than this max wave 
height. The operational availability was set to be 5/12 or 41.67%. As for the SES, the max wave 
height that it is able to safely operate in is 3.0 m. The operational availability of the SES was set 
to 10/12 or 83.33%. This set the decision module to be a changing factor in the simulation model 
based on the type of CTV that was being used. 

The second decision module, Stage 3, determines if there are enough ships to process the entity. 
A typical OWF support vessel company, like Rhode Island Fast Ferry, Inc., has around three 
operational vessels. Although the number of vessels might vary depending on the size of the 
company and area of operation, the company has the possibility to add another ship if the load is 
heavy enough to complete the service requests. The addition of a CTV is assessed in this model. 
If there is not a ship available at the time, the service request goes into a hold module and waits 
until a ship is available to complete the service request.  

The process and completion of a service request is dependent on the component that must be 
serviced. The data collected from Paul Kühn was used to find an average service rate. Because all 
the components are not the same, the service rate will not be constant. Additionally, the location 
of the offshore wind turbine will vary depending on the turbine that needs to be serviced. OWFs 
can be located at a minimum distance of 2 km offshore up to a maximum distance of 130 km 
offshore. Therefore, the entity is randomly selected to go to any offshore wind turbine with a 
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distance offshore of 40 km, or the average distance offshore of OWFs in the North Sea. The 
transportation time to and from the offshore wind turbine is then added to the general mean time 
to repair (MTTR) for all components. The MTTR components on these offshore wind turbines is 
65-85% of the time less than one day. However, the average downtime per failure is 1-7 days, 
although not all requests take that long to complete. The average MMTR is 0.5 days, or 6 hours 
of the 15-hour workday. Therefore, this value changes depending on the ship that was in question.  

A CTV can travel safely at a maximum speed of 16 knots, or 29.6 km/h. The vessel can reach the 
minimum distance wind farm 40 km offshore at 1.351 hours, complete the service request in 6 
hours, and transport back to shore in 1.351 hours. This makes the minimum service request 
completion time 8.702 hours, or a mean 𝝁 = 0.115 entities per hour.  

A SES can travel safely at a maximum speed of 40 knots, or 74.08 km/h. The vessel can reach the 
minimum distance wind farm 40 km offshore at 0.54 hours, complete the service request in 6 
hours, and transport back to shore in 0.54 hours. This makes the minimum service request 
completion time 7.08 hours and can complete the service request at 𝝁 = 0.141 per hour.  

In the process model, two resources were added. These resources are the vessels used to complete 
the task; in this case, the vessels are actual vessels. Within this process module, the resources are 
able to have corresponding service rates, an EXPO expression where at 𝝁 = 0.115 entities per 
hour for a CTV and 𝝁 = 0.141 entities per hour for a SES. 

The resources of the process are the CTV and SES, which both experience failures during their 
operation. The MTTF of a CTV is 20,000 operational hours, with an approximate downtime of 10 
operational days. This value was calculated based upon the general idea that most CTVs are 
contracted with a five-to-seven-year service contract (Douglas Westwood). It was assumed that 
the companies anticipate that the vessel might fail within these five years. From the definition of 
MTTF, 63% of the six-year service contract provides an operational time of 20,696 hours. This 
value was simplified to 20,000 hours for the purpose of this study. The MTTF of a SES is 1,000 
operational hours, with an approximate downtime of 10 operational days. However, with a 
change of bow skirt material, there is a possibility of the SES increasing the MTTF to 2,000+ 
hours. As predicted by Figure 26: Hypothetical failures of Hypalon and Innegra-CoCure in 
prototype application, the expected failure of the Innegra-CoCure finger skirt could be 4,000 
hours. Thus, an optimized SES alterative is analyzed using a MTTF of 4,000 hours. Failures were 
added to the resources in the process module and changed depending on the resource that was 
being utilized 

Because there were various parameters that could be optimized, the simulation model was able to 
simulate data for four different alternatives, performing all computations necessary internally. 
These alternatives are listed below: 
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• Alternative 1: Do nothing – This alternative is a simple system where the model did not 
utilize any optimization technique. This model keeps the number of available vessels the 
same, does not change the ship that is being used, and does not optimize a high-failure 
component of the vessel. 

• Alternative 2: Add a CTV vessel – The second alternative strives to look at the effects of 
adding one additional CTV ship to the fleet. 

• Alternative 3: Change the ships to SESs – The third alternative looks at the effects of 
changing entirely the type of ship that the fleet uses. With this change comes a change of 
service processing time. 

• Alternative 4: Optimize the SES with new bow skirt material – The fourth and final 
alternative looks at the effects of changing the bow skirt on the SES. With this change of 
the bow skirt material comes increased costs and a lower MTTF. 

 

The validation of the model was completed using a statistical analysis to ensure that the results of 
the model are similar to the results of the real system. In a real system, the validation is completed 
through assessing the amount of service requests that the company is completing throughout the 
year with historical data and randomness to allow for variation in the system. This data is then 
analyzed through a cost analysis. The goal of the statistical analysis was to find the alternative 
with the lowest cost associated with it. 

To accomplish the statistical validation of the simulation, Welch’s approach was used, creating 
confidence intervals to compare the alternatives. The following equations show the null and 
alternate hypotheses. The null hypothesis (equation 11) states that there is no difference between 
the population means (𝝁) of the cost analysis, obtained from the historical data in alternative 1, 
and the cost analysis of the other n alternatives. 

Equation 11: Null hypothesis 

𝐻/:	𝜇0 − 𝜇1 = 0       

Equation 12: Alternate hypothesis 

𝐻1:	𝜇0 − 𝜇1 	≠ 0       

The confidence interval allows whether or not there will be significant difference between the 
alternative data sets. The significance level of the analysis is set to 0.05, which means that the 
mean value of the data can be calculated with a 95% certainty. The ANOVA add-in from Excel 
was utilized. This analysis partitions the total variation in the simulation output response into 
variation due to the effect of treatment (mean square treatment or MST) and variation due to 
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experimental error (mean square error or MSE). The MST divided by the MSE gives a value 
called the F statistic. The critical F value is calculated through the ANOVA analysis, and the 
calculated F value is also given. If the calculated F value is greater than the F critical value, the 
null hypothesis is rejected, stating that there exists significant difference between the alternatives. 

If there exists significant difference between all alternatives, the Least Significant Difference 
(LSD) test can be performed to find the best alternative. This decision rule states that if the 
difference in the sample mean response values exceeds the LSD test statistic, then the population 
mean response values are significantly different at a given level of significance, which is 95% in 
this model. Equation 12 shows the LSD statistic below, where tdf(Error), a/s is calculated through a 
degree of freedom from the sample size n-1, and the significance level. Once these values are 
known, the t value can be found in a student’s t-table. 

Equation 13: Least Significant Difference 

𝐿𝑆𝐷	(𝛼) = 	 𝑡23($&&5&),#$
b*(89:)

1
     (3) 

Once the LSD value is calculated, it is compared against the population mean difference between 
each alternative. If the LSD value is greater than the population mean difference, there is no 
significant difference, and the hypothesis is accepted. 

The LSD analysis outputs significant difference between each alternative. In this case, the 
decision is made by selecting the alternative with the highest mean value. 
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Chapter 3  
Results 

 

The data collected from this research was from material testing. The Innegra model finger-skirt 
was laminated with CoCure and tested in the testing apparatus. The testing was completed as 
stated in the previous section, Testing of Small-Scale SES Finger Skirt, with no deviations from 
the testing procedures. This testing was completed for 26 hours and showed no sign of 
flagellation after the testing concluded. The following photos show the progression from the end 
of manufacturing to the end of testing.  

 

Figure 14: Results – End of manufacturing, time = 0 hours, failure scale = 0, front 

 

Figure 15: Results – End of manufacturing, time = 0 hours, failure scale = 0, back 
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Figure 16: Results – No failures, time = 2 hours, failure scale = 0, back 

 

Figure 17: Results – No failures, time = 5 hours, failure scale = 0, back 

 

Figure 18: Results – No failures, time = 7 hours, failure scale = 0, back 

 

After seven hours of testing, there was no sign of tear, flagellation, or wear on either side of the 
finger-skirt. Upon hour 10, there existed small signs of the front coating of CoCure coming off of 
the finger skirt. This can be seen in the figure below. It is important to note that there are no fibers 
exposed and nothing is torn, therefore there is no failure.  
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Figure 19: Results - Coating peeling off, time = 10 hours, failure scale = 1, front 

 

Figure 20: Results – Coating peeling off, time = 10 hours, failure scale = 1, back 

 

After 15 hours, it is apparent that there is a little more of the coating coming off the front edge of 
the finger-skirt.  

 

Figure 21: Results – Coating peeling off, time = 15 hours, failure scale = 1, front 

 

The next data point was the anticipated failure point. The following figure shows the finger-skirt 
at the anticipated failure point. However, no failure occurred.  
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Figure 22: Results – Anticipated failure point, time = 19 hours, failure scale = 2, front 

 

Figure 23: Results – Coating peeling off, time = 22 hours, failure scale = 2, front 

 

Figure 24: Results – More layers of coating peeling off, no signs of exposed fibers, time = 26 
hours, failure scale = 3, front 

 

The changes in the state of the finger-skirt during testing was recorded based on the failure scale, 
previously mentioned in Testing of Small-Scale SES Finger Skirt. This failure scale provides the 
ability to turn qualitative results into quantitative results, although limited and not fully explained 
and detailed, giving insight to other useful information. The testing data can be found below. The 
data was then converted into its respective quantitative values. 
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Table 8: Failure scale of Innegra-CoCure finger-skirt 

Model Hours Failure Scale value 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
5 0 
7 0 
10 1 
15 1 
18.66 2 
20 2 
22 3 
26 4 

 

This data was then plotted with the time on the y-axis and the failure scale value on the y-axis. 
This data set was then plotted against the two data points with the Hypalon with zero failures at 
hour zero and total failure 10 at hour 18.67. This graph can be found below.  

 

Figure 25:  Failure scale per hour of model testing, Innegra-CoCure vs. Hypalon 

 

A trendline was set to the data sets to find the overall trend that these materials are following. 
This was then used to extrapolate data until a total failure, failure scale value of 10, of the 
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Innegra-CoCure finger-skirt was exceeded.  This data set can provide an estimate to when the 
Innegra-CoCure finger-skirt is likely to see a total failure. The hours were able to be scaled to 
assess the extrapolated data every five scaled hours. This data can be found in the figure below.  

 

Figure 26: Hypothetical failures of Hypalon and Innegra-CoCure in prototype application 

 

The expected total failure point of the Innegra-CoCure finger skirt at 18.67 hours was exceeded, 
seeing only outer coatings of CoCure peeling off at the front bottom edge. No flagellation 
occurred in any of the testing. The testing concluded after 26 hours due to limited time of 
research.  
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Chapter 4  
Discussion and Conclusion 

 

The results of the simulated testing of the Innegra-CoCure model finger-skirt show strong support 
that this material and design of the finger-skirt in SES application could perform with a longer 
life expectancy than the currently used neoprene reinforced ballistic nylon. However, this cannot 
be fully supported statistically. In order to make a statistically sound argument that the Innegra-
CoCure finger-skirt has a longer mean time to failure than the Hypalon, extensive testing and a 
sensitivity analysis must be performed.  This process is discussed in a later section, Future Work.  

The research in this project holds many assumptions, that without extensive material testing and 
scale model testing, cannot be validated. The first assumption is that the three rules of similitude 
hold. With different ratios, other ship parameters may change. The assumption that the three laws 
of similitude hold allowed for the scaling of the finger-skirt using the Strouhal number, which 
factored in the finger-skirt’s surrounding forces and motion. The Strouhal number of the 
prototype and model was found to be the same value for the same fluid flow, however the model 
was tested with an accelerated fluid flow. This changed the Strouhal number but served as an 
acceleration factor of testing. The fluid flow acceleration between the prototype and model was 
then used to find the number of oscillations of the back edge of the finger-skirt in maximum 
conditions of the prototype and model until the time of anticipated hours. Since the timescale 
changed, there exists little validity that the model and prototype experienced a similar situation. 
The errors that occurred in this research largely resulted from the scaling factors and the testing 
apparatus. The testing apparatus allowed the operator to change the distance from which the 
pressure washer expelled water at the finger skirt. At a further distance from the finger-skirt, the 
less force directly on the finger-skirt edge, but slower and unpredictable fluid behaviors.  

The data that was collected was largely qualitative. This makes the analysis of data more difficult, 
as there exists no theoretical data on the fatigue life or mean time to failure of Hypalon or the 
Innegra-CoCure combination in SES application to use, compare results to, or other testing that 
can serve as a control data set. Thus, the data that was collected is new data that can be expanded 
upon, revised, and used as foundational data.  

In addition to the lack of data, the results serve as a feasibility study for the Innegra-CoCure 
combination for a finger-skirt. Additionally, the time that the testing takes is extensive. Ideally, 
the materials would be tested with exact prototype and model similarity in the exact operating 
conditions.  
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The testing of the Innegra-CoCure model finger-skirt showed plenty of operational life after the 
tested 26 hours. Assuming the Strouhal similarity, the model 26 hours corresponds to 1,393.3 
prototype operational hours. At this point, the Innegra-CoCure showed 39.3% longer life than the 
Hypalon. This increase in lifespan, although not validated through other samples or additional 
material testing, can save plenty of operational costs of the SES. Since operational costs are 
typically around 65% of the ship costs, a 39.3% lifespan increase could show significant cost 
savings when used in an OWF approach. This situation is addressed in the next section, 
Optimized Use of SES for OWFs.  

The result of this research shows strong evidence that the Innegra-CoCure combination for SES 
application could have a longer life than a Hypalon finger skirt.  

 

Optimized Use of SES for OWFs  
The use of a SES for transporting people and parts to OWF was simulated through a model in 
ARENA. This model is detailed in the prior section titled ARENA Simulation Model and 
Analysis. The figure below shows the system in ARENA.  

 

Figure 27: ARENA simulation model 

 

The values that were inputted into the ARENA model were validated through historical data and 
models. The simulation was set to the following replication parameters.  
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Figure 28: ARENA model run parameters 

 

The outputs of this model were assessed for four alternatives. These alternatives are listed below: 

• Alternative 1: Do nothing – This alternative is a simple system where the model did not 
utilize any optimization technique. This model keeps the number of available vessels the 
same, does not change the ship that is being used, and does not optimize a high-failure 
component of the vessel. 

• Alternative 2: Add a CTV vessel – The second alternative strives to look at the effects of 
adding one additional CTV ship to the fleet. 

• Alternative 3: Change the ships to SESs – The third alternative looks at the effects of 
changing entirely the type of ship that the fleet uses. With this change comes a change of 
service processing time. 

• Alternative 4: Optimize the SES with new bow skirt material – The fourth and final 
alternative looks at the effects of changing the bow skirt on the SES. With this change of 
the bow skirt material comes increased costs and a lower MTTF. 

 

The data outputted from ARENA detailed the number of completed service requests, the number 
of lost service requests, and the time to process each service request. The value-added time     
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(VA Time) was used, as the wait time of a service request due to the lack of vessels available 
played into the number of service requests completed per year.  

Table 9: ARENA outputs 

 Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 
 CTV 4 CTV SES Optimized SES 

Total Completed Requests: 200 201 355 365 
Total Lost Requests: 288 288 82 82 

MTTF: (hrs) 20,000 20,000 1,000 1,400 
Time per request: (hrs) 10.35 10.35 6.15 6.15 

 

From this data, the following parameters could be identified: total loss, total failure, cost of ship 
maintenance, cost of ship operation, revenue, and total cash flow.  

The total loss in this model is simply defined as the monetary penalty that is associated with the 
lost service requests. The value is calculated by simply multiplying a small monetary penalty 
value of $2,500 by each lost service request. This value was calculated for all the alternatives and 
inputted into the total cash flow.  

The total failure per year is defined as the total failures that the vessel experiences in one year. A 
year is defined as 365 days a year with a 15-hour workday. This value is calculated from the 
mean time to failure from the four alternatives. The MTTF for a CTV was set to 20,000 
operational hours. This value was inputted as common knowledge of CTV vessels. Because 
CTVs do not have finger skirts, the material of this testing did not contribute to this value. The 
MTTF for the SES is set to be 1,000 hours for the current SES system and was assumed to be 
1,393.35 hours for an optimized SES with a different finger skirt design and/or material. Recall 
that the 1,393.35 hours was the maximum testing time that the Innegra-CoCure model finger-skirt 
was tested for. Although this value is not the MTTF, the value is an assumed failure time, that for 
the purpose of this model, was inputted as the MTTF.  

The cost of ship maintenance was calculated with the time of each service request being 
completed, the speed of the vessels, the fuel consumption of the vessels, the cost of fuel, and the 
total number of service requests that were processed. The following data for the four alternatives 
can be found below. The equations for these calculations can be found in Appendix C. 
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Table 10: Alternatives' operational ship costs 
  

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4   
CTV 4 CTV SES Optimized SES 

Time per request days 0.69 0.69 0.41 0.41 

Time per request hours 10.35 10.35 6.15 6.15 

Fuel Consumption L/nmi 36 36 16.5 16.5 

Fuel Consumption L/km 67 67 31 31 

Speed of Vessel km/hr 29 29 74 74 

Total distance per request km 40 40 40 40 

Total fuel used L 2667 2667 1222 1222 

Cost for fuel $/L $               1.78 $               1.78 $               1.78 $                1.78 

Cost per request $ $             4,752 $             4,752 $             2,178 $              2,178 

Total requests per year /year 200 201 354 364 

Total fuel cost per year $/year $         950,318 $         953,327 $         772,598 $          794,017 

Total ship operation cost $ $      1,460,000 $      1,470,000 $      1,280,00 $       1,300,000 

 

The revenue of the alternatives was determined by multiplying a $2,500 reward by the number of 
completed service requests. This value is set to equal out the lost service requests with the 
completed service requests.  

The ship maintenance costs are calculated by assuming a standard cost of maintenance, $100,000, 
and $20,000 for each failure time. This value is then calculated for the number of failures that 
each alternative experiences within a year’s time.  

The cash flow associated with each alternative simply addresses the penalty and reward costs, 
ship maintenance costs, and the operational costs of the alternatives. This cash flow can be shown 
in the table below. 
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Table 11: Cost analysis of alternatives 

  Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 
  CTV 4 CTV SES Optimized SES 

Total Completed 
Requests: 

 200 201 355 365 

Total Lost Requests:  288 288 82 82 

MTTF: hours 20,000 20,000 1,000 1,400 

Time per request hours 10.35 10.35 6.15 6.15 

Total Loss (per year): $ $        (719,000) $        (712,000) $        (204,000) $        (205,000) 

Total Failure (per year): 1/years 0.27 0.27 5.48 3.91 
Cost of ship maintenance 

(per year): $ $        (105,475) $        (105,475) $        (209,500) $        (178,214) 

Cost of ship operation (per 
year): $ $      1,462,000 $      1,465,000 $      1,280,000 $       1,310,000 

Revenue (per year): $ $         500,000 $         501,500 $         887,000 $          911,000 

Total Cash Flow: $ $      1,137,000 $      1,141,000 $      1,760,000 $       1,830,000 

 

Note that the total cost of a SES is lower than the total cost of a CTV, which might not be 
experienced in real world conditions. This is due to the penalty cost and reward costs associated 
with the number of service requests that these ships are able to fulfill. This allows for a 
hypothetical opportunity cost analysis to be performed showing the operational potential of the 
four alternatives in similar operating conditions. Without these penalty and reward values, the 
total operational cost of the SES vessels is significantly higher but yield the potential to have 
greater revenue due to their high productivity within the system.  

To accomplish the statistical validation of the simulation, Welch’s approach was used, creating 
confidence intervals to compare the alternatives. The following equations show the null and 
alternate hypotheses. The null hypothesis (Equation 11) states that there is no difference between 
the population means (𝝁) of the cost analysis, obtained from the historical data in alternative 1, 
and the cost analysis of the other n alternatives. Equation 12, the alternative hypothesis, states that 
there does exist difference between the population means (𝝁) of the cost analysis.  

Equation 11: Null hypothesis 

𝐻/:	𝜇0 − 𝜇1 = 0  

Equation 12: Alternate hypothesis 

𝐻1:	𝜇0 − 𝜇1 	≠ 0       

The significance level of the analysis is set to 0.05, and the ANOVA add-in from Excel was 
utilized. This analysis partitions the total variation in the simulation output response into variation 
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due to the effect of treatment , MST, and variation due to experimental error, MSE. The MST 
divided by the MSE gives a value called the F statistic. The critical F value is calculated through 
the ANOVA analysis, and the calculated F value is also given. If the calculated F value is greater 
than the F critical value, the null hypothesis is rejected, stating that there exists significant 
difference between the alternatives. The following data was outputted from the ANOVA model.  

Table 12: ANOVA F-values 

Source of Variation F calculated F critical 
Sample 6761 2.68 

 

Because the F calculated values are all greater than the F critical values, the null hypothesis is 
rejected and there is difference between the means of the cost analysis.  

Because there exists significant difference between all alternatives, the LSD test was performed 
to find the best alternative. Equation 12 shows the LSD statistic below, where tdf(Error), a/s is 
calculated through a degree of freedom from the sample size n-1, 116, and the significance level, 
0.05. The t value was found in a student’s t-table, 1.645. 

Equation 13: Least Significant D 

𝐿𝑆𝐷	(𝛼) = 	 𝑡23($&&5&),#$
b*(89:)

1
     (3) 

Once the LSD value is calculated, it is compared against the population mean difference between 
each alternative. If the LSD value is greater than the population mean difference, there is no 
significant difference, and the hypothesis is accepted. In this situation, the LSD of 739.40 never 
exceeded the difference in means.  

The following table shows the least significant difference and difference in means for all the 
alternatives.  

Table 13: LSD and Difference of means test 

i = 1 2 3 4 

1 
LSD 15,027 15,027 15,027 

Difference of means 689 897,705 940,555 

2 
15,027 LSD 15,027 15,027 
689 Difference of means 898,394 941,244 

3 
15,027 15,027 LSD 15,027 
897,705 898,394 Difference of means 42,850 
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i = 1 2 3 4 

4 
                 15,027                 15,027                 15,027  LSD 
               940,555              941,244                42,850  Difference of means 

 

The LSD analysis outputs significant difference between the alternatives listed below:  

• Alternative 1 and Alternative 2: not significant  
• Alternative 1 and Alternative 3: significant  
• Alternative 1 and Alternative 4: significant  
• Alternative 2 and Alternative 3: significant  
• Alternative 2 and Alternative 4: significant  
• Alternative 3 and Alternative 4: significant 

 

In this case, the null hypothesis is accepted between alternatives with no significant difference. 
Therefore, it can be stated that there is no statistically significant difference between using three 
CTVs and adding one more CTV to the system. 

However, there is still significant difference between the other alternatives. The question is then, 
which alternative is the optimal alternative? This decision is made by selecting the alternative 
with the highest mean value. The alternative with the highest mean value is Alternative 4, with an 
average value of $ 1,834,012. Thus, the decision is to select an SES with an optimized, fatigue-
resistant finger-skirt. This means that Alternative 4 is taken to be the best alternative financially 
and statistically. Note that the input values for cost analysis were simple calculations based on 
public knowledge of ship cost estimates. These values are subject to change. The equations for 
these calculations can be found in Appendix C: Cost Analysis Calculations.  

 

 

Future Work 
The testing in this research shows promising results, however, utilize many assumptions. These 
assumptions made in this research were made to simplify the system and find similarities before 
between the model and prototype under question.  but these are simply just assumptions. Until 
more research and testing has been completed, there is limited data that the research can be 
compared to. This is the primary limitation of the research. Thus, more testing must be conducted 
to eliminate the discrepancies and assumptions of this research.  
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The figure below shows the generalized testing process of the new and old finger skirt materials 
and designs necessary to make a statistically sound recommendation of one material or design 
over the current designs and materials for a SES serving as a crew transport vessel for OWFs. 

 

Figure 29: Future Work Process 

 

This research looked into the optimized material and design of a SES finger skirt. This research 
was primarily developed by a finite element analysis completed my Tommy Lipscomb. 
Additionally, the failure modes of a finger skirt were analyzed to address the overall design 
concerns that typically fail in maximum conditions the vessel experiences. However, because 
both the design and the material changed, the results of the test could be due to either of the 
changes to the original design.  

The data from the testing resulted in qualitative data. The goal for future research would be to 
find quantitative data. This should be done through a sensitivity analysis of various materials, 
designs, and sizes.  

Changes to the material should be tested for material properties and then molded into a finger 
skirt to gather fatigue data. The ASTM 3039: Tensile Test should be conducted for all material 
samples. This is largely due to the operation of these finger skirts. This is because the finger skirts 
are mainly in tension as an outer seal to the air cushion. The comparison of material properties 
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should be able to show similarity in the performance of the finger skirt and the material 
properties, like tensile modulus.  

In order to gather MTTF data, enough sample finger-skirts of each material in question should be 
tested until failure. These samples should document failure points throughout the test (like when 
the material coating is peeled off, once fibers are exposed, and when flagellation occurs). The 
sample number and the failure time should be plotted against each other. At the time that only 
37% of the samples are still working will be the experimental MTTF. This testing should be 
conducted for each material in question. The materials in question should then be compared to the 
Hypalon MTTF to determine an optimal material.  

Once an optimal material is selected, optimized designs should be tested. These designs should 
then be molded from the optimal material. However, Hypalon can only be manufactured in large 
sheets instead of molded to specific designs like other composite parts can be laminated. 
Although Hypalon can be manufactured in other forms, the prices to do this for a specific 
application can be outrageous. Therefore, these designs for Hypalon are not considered. Instead, 
the optimized materials should be laminated like the current design and tested. The other 
materials in question can be laminated in various designs and laminated as such, then tested 
against each other. This analysis should show the changes to the MTTF within these various 
designs as well. The performance of the designs should be compared to the Hypalon to determine 
any difference in MTTF.  

Once the changes to the design and material are tested, various sizes of the new design and 
materials should be tested. This would provide MTTF data for differently scaled finger skirts. 
This could give insight to the scalability of the research, and mainly, insight the usage of the 
Strouhal number to find scalability parameters and model time.  

Whichever material and design changes that show a high MTTF should be selected as the optimal 
finger skirt. The corresponding MTTF should be inputted into the ARENA model to simulate an 
optimized SES in OWF application. Changes to the MTTF would not only change the completed 
service requests that can be processed by the vessel, but it would also decrease the operation and 
maintenance costs of the vessel.  

Once all the alternatives and various factors are assessed, there exists enough data to make a 
statistically sound recommendation about the materials, designs, and sizes of finger skirts for SES 
vessels servicing OWFs.  
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Conclusion 
This research was focused on testing a small scale Innegra-CoCure finger skirt on a SES to 
decrease the flagellation failures that current SESs experience. This failure occurs approximately 
every 1,000 operational hours and causes high operation and maintenance costs to SES vessels. A 
small-scale finger skirt was designed and fabricated with a woven Innegra fabric and a CoCure 
matrix. The design of the model finger skirt utilized a finite element analysis (FEA) (Lipscomb) 
for reinforcing points of maximum deflection and was scaled from the prototype using geometric 
and dynamic similitude.  This model finger-skirt was tested in a small test tank to simulate the 
operational conditions of an SES transporting over to OFWs.  

The testing of the model finger-skirt was scaled with the Strouhal number. This scaling parameter 
was utilized due to the failure of the finger skirts being a high frequency flapping of the material 
against the water surface. The Strouhal number takes into account the high frequency flapping 
with respect to the fluid speed past the edges of the material. This allows for the oscillations until 
failure of the finger skirt to be calculated. When the model finger skirt reaches the same number 
of oscillations as the prototype, the model time can be found. The ratio of the oscillations was 
used as a scaling parameter for the cycles and time of the test. The speed of the fluid was then 
accelerated. This allowed for accelerated testing to occur, encouraging a failure earlier. 1,000 
prototype hours, with cycles every 7.8 hours,  was scaled down to only 18.66 hours, with cycles 
every 8.7 minutes. The cycle time is the amount of time that the prototype would typically take to 
complete one service request. Thus, this value was scaled with the Strouhal scale to find the 
model time. Testing of the model finger-skirt exceeded 18.66 hours and showed only the outer 
coating peeling off after 26 hours. This test showed strong evidence that the use of an Innegra-
CoCure combination finger-skirt would exceed the lifespan of a Hypalon finger-skirt in the same 
application.  

The limitations of the test are what cause the testing to not be validated. The design of the model 
finger-skirt utilized the Strouhal number. There exists no other small-scale finger-skirt testing that 
was available at the time of planning the test. Thus, the scaling parameters might be better 
supported by another dimensionless parameter, different scaling methods, or in other ways 
unknown at the time of research. Another limitation of the test was the number of samples that 
were tested. Ideally, plenty of samples would be laminated and the samples would be tested until 
the sample shows significant and total failure. The samples would then be plotted against the time 
until total failure occurred. Once all the samples were tested, the time that only 37% of the 
samples remained operational would be taken as the MTTF of the material. This value could then 
be compared to the MTTF of Hypalon to prove statistical support of the Innegra-CoCure 
combination having a longer lifespan in SES application. However, due to the time limits on the 
research,  the testing of the material was simply only one test that was run for 26 hours. 
Additional testing should be completed to find the full fatigue life of the Innegra-CoCure model 
finger-skirt sample.  
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This research is not completed yet. In addition to the Innegra-CoCure combination model finger 
skirt, additional materials and designs should be tested against the current material and design of 
the finger-skirts; this type of testing is called a sensitivity analysis. This analysis can show which 
factors influence the performance of the finger-skirt the most, allowing for the optimization of 
these finger-skirts. These tests should show relationship between material properties and life of 
the finger-skirt. Additionally, various sizes of finger-skirts should be tested to determine the 
optimal scaling parameters between a prototype and model finger skirt.  

With more testing comes more confidence in the performance of finger-skirts. From the testing of 
this research, there is strong evidence that the change of material and design of these finger-skirts 
can significantly extend the operational life. The increase in operational life of the finger-skirts 
decreases the time between repairs, the total cost of maintenance, and the amount of materials 
that are used for the SES finger-skirt application. By simply increasing the operational life by 
approximately 400 hours, the total operational costs decreased by around 6%, which can be a 
pretty significant amount of money saved per year in operational costs, which typically average 
around 65% of total ship costs.  
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Appendix A 
 

Failure Modes  
Common skirt failure modes as detailed by Freeston can be found below. (Sarker and Faiz) 

 

Figure 30: Common skirt failures modes (Freeston) 
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Appendix B 
 

Raw Material Properties  
The raw material properties of Cordura, Polyester Felt, Kevlar, and Innegra that were used in 

material testing are found in the table below. 

Table 14: Raw Material Properties 

Material Name Weight 
(g/m2) Weave Structure Specific 

Gravity 
Ballistic Nylon (Cordura) 227 Plain weave 1.2 

Polyester 180 Continuous fiber felt 1.38 
Kevlar 187 Plain weave 1.45 

Polyolefin Polypropylene (Innegra) 122 Plain weave 0.84 
 

 

Tensile Test Data 
The  following section is for the properties of materials that underwent ASTM 3039 Tensile 

Testing. The materials that were tested were ballistic nylon, polyester felt, Kevlar, and Innegra, 

respectively.  

 

Ballistic Nylon 

The following table shows the ASTM 3039 tensile test data for ballistic nylon.  

Table 15: Ballistic nylon ASTM 3039 tensile test data 

Specifications: Ballistic Nylon – 2 layers / CoCure  

SAMPL
E ID 

Width 
(in) 

Thicknes
s (in) 

Tensile 
Strength 
(lbs) 

Tensile 
Modulus 
(psi) 

Max 
Load (lb) 

Max 
Deflection 
(in) 

% Strain 
to Failure 

Load per Inch 
Width (lb/in) 
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N-1 1.1780 0.0525 7865 51859 486.39 0.1896 9.48% 412.89 

N-2 1.1780 0.0525 7522 54135 465.18 0.2033 10.16% 394.89 

N-3 1.0155 0.0405 15765 60585 648.37 0.2033 10.16% 638.48 

N-4 1.0380 0.0390 11935 92514 483.16 0.2033 10.16% 465.47 

N-5 1.0525 0.0425 10438 70132 466.92 0.1995 9.98% 443.63 

         

AVERAGE: 0.045 10704.9359 65844.8599   9.99% 471.07 

STD DEV: 0.007 3368.489 16507.675   0.003 97.464 

COV: 14.5% 31.5% 25.1%   3.0% 20.7% 

 
 

The following graph shows the tensile load versus deflection for five samples of ballistic nylon.  

 

Figure 31: Ballistic nylon load vs. deflection curves 
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Polyester Felt 

The following table shows the ASTM 3039 tensile test data for polyester felt.  

 

Table 16: Polyester felt ASTM 3039 tensile test data 

Specifications: Polyester Felt – 1 layer / CoCure  

SAMPL
E ID 

Width 
(in) 

Thicknes
s (in) 

Tensile Strength 
(lbs) 

Tensile 
Modulus 
(psi) 

Max Load 
(lb) 

Max 
Deflection 
(in) 

% Strain to 
Failure 

Load per 
Inch Width 
(lb/in) 

 

PF-1 0.983
0 0.0405 5,472 6,302 217.84 0.0748 3.74% 221.61 

PF-2 0.992
0 0.0785 2,712 8,712 211.21 0.0731 3.65% 212.92 

PF-3 0.985
0 0.0705 2,496 8,314 173.32 0.0423 2.12% 175.96 

PF-4 0.988
5 0.078 2,360 1,049 181.98 0.1443 7.22% 184.09 

PF-5 0.992
5 0.0765 2,197 5,235 166.82 0.0439 2.20% 168.08 

         

AVERAGE: 0.069 3047.4628 5922.5065   3.78% 192.53 

STD DEV: 0.016 1368.324 3076.836   0.021 23.475 

COV: 23.5% 44.9% 52.0%   54.7% 12.2% 

 

The following graph shows the load versus deflection curves for five samples of polyester felt.  
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Figure 32: Polyester felt load vs. deflection curves 

 

 

Kevlar 

The following table shows the ASTM 3039 tensile test data for Kevlar.  

Table 17: Kevlar ASTM 3039 tensile test data 

Specifications: Kevlar – 1 layer / CoCure 

SAMPLE 
ID 

Width 
(in) 

Thickness 
(in) 

Tensile 
Strength 
(lbs) 

Tensile 
Modulus 
(psi) 

Max 
Load (lb) 

Max 
Deflection 
(in) 

% Strain 
to Failure 

Load per 
Inch Width 
(lb/in) 

         

K1 1.0000 0.0280 15589 2,516,778 436.50 0.0216 1.08% 436.50 

K2 0.9875 0.0295 20025 915,704 583.36 0.0169 0.84% 590.74 

K3 0.9900 0.0245 21230 2,511,712 514.92 0.0173 0.87% 520.12 

K4 1.0000 0.0320 15508 1,983,220 496.26 0.0164 0.82% 496.26 
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Specifications: Kevlar – 1 layer / CoCure 

SAMPLE 
ID 

Width 
(in) 

Thickness 
(in) 

Tensile 
Strength 
(lbs) 

Tensile 
Modulus 
(psi) 

Max 
Load (lb) 

Max 
Deflection 
(in) 

% Strain 
to Failure 

Load per 
Inch Width 
(lb/in) 

         

K5 0.9950 0.0280 20033 5,124,549 558.13 0.0071 0.36% 560.93 

         

AVERAGE: 0.028 18,477.11 2,610,392.58   0.79% 520.91 

STD DEV: 0.003 2,717.907 1,549,580.65   0.003 59.606 

COV: 9.6% 14.7% 59.4%   33.5% 11.4% 

 

The following graph shows the tensile load versus deflection curves for five samples of Kevlar.  

 

Figure 33: Kevlar load vs. deflection curves 
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Innegra 

The following table shows the ASTM 3039 tensile test data for Innegra.  

 

Table 18: Innegra ASTM 3039 tensile test data 

Specifications: Innegra – 2 layers / CoCure / 0.84 g/cc 

SAMPLE ID Width 
(in) 

Thickness 
(in) 

Tensile 
Strength (psi) 

Tensile 
Modulus (psi) 

Max 
Load 
(lb) 

Max 
Deflection 
(in) 

% 
Strain-
to-

Failure 

Load per 
Inch Width 
(lb/in) 

 

IN-1 1.0115 0.0350 11158 314,417 395.01 0.0724 3.62% 390.52 

IN-2 0.9735 0.0440 9019 449,639 386.33 0.0771 3.86% 396.85 

IN-3 0.9700 0.0380 8699 339,829 320.64 0.0737 3.68% 330.56 

IN-4 1.0115 0.0350 11507 187,643 407.36 0.0788 3.94% 402.73 

IN-5 0.9805 0.0405 9897 360,117 393.02 0.0739 3.69% 400.84 

        

AVERAGE:  0.039 10055.9479 330328.9835   3.76% 384.30 

STD DEV:  0.004 1250.937 94637.474   0.001 30.402 

COV:  10.0% 12.4% 28.6%   3.5% 7.9% 

 

The following graph shows the tensile load versus deflection curves for five samples of Innegra.  
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Figure 34: Innegra load vs. deflection curves 
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Appendix C 
 

Equations 
This appendix will detail all equations that are used in this research. The following variables are 

used in this section:  

Table 19: Table of Variables 

Description Variable Units 
Average entities per hour  µ 1/hours 
Cost of fuel Cf $ 
Cost of ship maintenance Cm $ 
Cost of ship operation Co $ 
Degree of Freedom df requests 
Difference of means DOM 1/hours 
Distance per service request Dr km 
Distance travelled  Dt km 
Failure rate lf 1/hours 
Number of failures  Nf failures 
Flow rate  Q m3/s 
Fluid Density  r Kg/m3 
Fluid Velocity  U m/s 
Force F N 
Fuel Consumption FC km/L 
Gravity  g m/s2 

Least Significant Difference LSD $ 
Load q N/m 
Loss CL $ 
Mean Square Error MSE $ 
Model cushion beam  Bm m 
Model Length Lm m 
Model Thickness tm m 
Modulus of Elasticity E Pa 
Moment of Inertia I m4 
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Description Variable Units 
Natural Frequency v 1/s 
Number of completed requests  Nc requests 
Number of lost requests Nl requests 
Number of ships Ns Ships 
Oscillations until failure O dimensionless 
Prototype cushion beam  Bp m 
Prototype Length Lp m 
Prototype Thickness tp m 
Revenue CR $ 
Scale Factor l Dimensionless 
Significance Level  a Dimensionless 
Strouhal Number  S Dimensionless 
Time per service request Tr hours 
Total Fuel used Ft L 
Velocity of the vessel Vc m/s 
Wave Height H m 
Wave Period  T seconds 

 

 

Methods Calculations 
The equations used in this research are found below. These are separated to the equations found 

in the Methods section of the research.  

Equation 1: Scale Factor 

𝜆 =
𝐿!
𝐿"
 

Equation 2: Strouhal Number 

𝑆 =
𝜔𝑡
𝑈
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Equation 3: Natural frequency of cantilevered beam with distributed load 

𝜔 = 0.569
𝐸𝐼
𝑞𝐿#
 

Equation 4: Force at finger skirt	
	𝐹 = 𝑄 ∗ 𝑈 ∗ 𝜌 

Equation 5: Exit volumetric air flow 

𝑄 = 𝑉$𝐴$ 

Equation 6: Exit volumetric air flow using hovergap 

𝑄 = 𝑉$𝐵%ℎ 

Equation 7: Changing volume of air in air cushion 

𝑑𝒱
𝑑𝑡

= −𝐵%𝐻𝑣 sin(𝑎&) 

Equation 8: Changing volume of air in air cushion at maximum value 

𝑑𝒱
𝑑𝑡

= −𝐵%𝐻𝑣 

Equation 9: Instantaneous volumetric air flow rate 

𝑄 = 0.35 ∗ 𝐻 ∗ 𝑏 T𝑉% +
𝑔𝑇/
2𝜋 Z

 

Equation 10: Failure rate l 

𝜆3 =	
1

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹
 

Equation 11: Null hypothesis 

𝐻/:	𝜇0 − 𝜇1 = 0 

Equation 12: Alternate hypothesis 

𝐻1:	𝜇0 − 𝜇1 	≠ 0 

Equation 13: Least Significant Difference 
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𝐿𝑆𝐷	(𝛼) = 	 𝑡23($&&5&),;<
92
(𝑀𝑆𝐸)
𝑛

 

Equation 14: Moment of inertia 

𝐼 =
𝑤𝑡=

12
 

Equation 15: Anticipated failure time 

𝐴𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒	𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒	 =
	𝑂𝑝	 ∗ 	1000

𝑂"
	 

Equation 16: Acceleration scale 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 =
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦	𝑜𝑓	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
 

Equation 17: Anticipated failure time at new velocity 

𝐴𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒	𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒	𝑎𝑡	𝑁𝑒𝑤	𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠	𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙	𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙	

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒
	 

Equation 18: Instantaneous volumetric air flow rate per finger, Q 

𝑄 =
0.35 ∗ 𝐻 ∗ 𝑏 P𝑉% +

𝑔𝑇/
2𝜋 R

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠
 

Equation 19: Entities per hour, µ 

𝜇 =
1

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
 

 

Cost Analysis Calculations 
The following equations were used primarily for calculating the total cash flow associated with 

each alternative.  

Equation 20: Total distance per request, Dr 

𝐷& 	= 	𝑇& 	 ∗ 	𝑉% 
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Equation 21: Total fuel used 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙	𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑	 = 	𝐹𝐶	 ∗ 	𝐷> 

Equation 22: Fuel cost per request 

𝐶3	𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡	 = 	𝐷> 	 ∗ 	𝐶3	 

Equation 23: Fuel cost per year 

𝐶3	𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟	 = 	𝐶3𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡	 ∗ 	𝑁% 

Equation 24: Ship operation cost 

𝐶5 	= 	𝐶3	𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟	 + 	𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠	 

Equation 25: Ship maintenance cost 

𝐶" 	= 	 (−$100,000 ∗ 𝑁<) −	m$20,000 ∗ 𝑁3n 

Equation 26: Total revenue 

𝐶? 	= $2,500 ∗	𝑁% 

Equation 27: Total loss 

𝐶- 	= 	−$2,500 ∗ 𝑁- 

Equation 28: Total cash flow 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑐𝑎𝑠ℎ	𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤	 = 𝐶" 	+ 	𝐶? +	𝐶5 +	𝐶- 

Equation 29: Difference of means 

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠	 = |𝜇0 −	𝜇*	| 

 


